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Chapter 2  An introduction to
Microeconomics and the role of markets
2.1 An introduction to microeconomics and the role of markets
This chapter focuses on a well-established model that can be applied to a range of markets. It is used to make predictions
about the effect of changing economic circumstances on prices and quantities sold in product, factor and other markets,
such as the money market and the foreign exchange market. This area of study is referred to as microeconomic analysis,
where microeconomics is the branch of economics that looks at the behaviour of the individual economic agents
(usually households and businesses) that make up the whole economy. In this area of study, we are interested, primarily,
in the motivations of consumers and producers (or suppliers) and how they respond to changing incentives in individual
markets. We are especially interested in the role of relative prices in allocating the scarce resources that were discussed
in Chapter 1. The model discussed in this chapter gives us the opportunity to investigate and to analyse the potential
consequences associated with the changing demand and supply conditions that frequently occurs in markets.
Microeconomics underpins the use of ‘macroeconomic analysis, the study of which follows later in the course. This
chapter will analyse how the market mechanism, which relies heavily on changes in prices, is able to determine the
types of goods and services that are produced, how those products are produced and ultimately how scarce resources
are allocated.

2.2 Perfect markets

A market is the main instrument for allocating scarce resources in Australia.
It is therefore the primary way to answer the three key economic questions
discussed in Chapter 1:

What to produce
How to produce
For whom to produce
A market is seen as any type of arrangement (which may or may not be a physical space) that facilitates exchange
between buyers and sellers. The purchasers of goods and services may be households, businesses, governments or a
range of other economic groups such as not-for-profit organisations. The suppliers of goods and services are generally
businesses, but in the factor market, households supply businesses with their labour (this will be explored in more detail
in Chapter 5). In Australia, government bodies also supply a wide range of goods and services. Buyers and sellers may
meet in the same space, such as a shop, or they may communicate online, either domestically or internationally. Goods
and services are sold in product markets, while the factors of production (inputs) are sold in factor or resource markets,
such as the labour market. The model developed in this chapter can also be applied to the money market to determine
interest rates, as well as the foreign exchange market to determine the exchange rate for a nation.
As we saw in Chapter 1 (Box 1.1), when economists develop theories about consumer and producer behaviour, they
often make simplifying assumptions. When undertaking analysis of markets (demand and supply analysis), the model
that will be used is based on the idea that the markets considered are highly competitive. This is a fundamental premise
of the analysis that will be undertaken, and therefore it is important to keep it in mind when considering the information
that follows. The word competition is used frequently in everyday language, especially by businesses, who would like you
to believe that you are getting a good deal. When studying economics, however, competition is defined with reference
to a set of criteria.
The market structure that forms the basis of demand and supply analysis (to illustrate how the market mechanism
works) is called perfect competition.  It can also be referred to as a ‘perfect market’ or a ‘perfectly competitive market’.
The three conditions required for a perfect market are as follows:
•

There is assumed to be a large number of buyers and sellers such that each economic agent acts independently
in the market. No individual buyer or seller therefore has the market power to influence the price. This leads to
the condition of price taking in the perfectly competitive market.
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•

•

It is assumed that the products being sold in a perfectly competitive market are homogenous, which means
that they are virtually identical and easily substitutable. This encourages the suppliers to offer the products at
the lowest possible price, because this is the main way to attract customers (rather than, for example, being a
better brand).
There is ease of exit and entry into this market. There are low set up costs in the industry, which means that if
profit making opportunities exist (for example, because the good or service has increased in popularity), then
new entrants can seek to capture a share of the market, possibly by undercutting the existing suppliers who
may be making very high profits in the short term. These very high profits are referred to in economics as
‘abnormal profits’ or ‘super-normal profits’. [See the Study Tip below for an explanation of how economists
view profits and costs.

In addition, the perfectly competitive market is based on the following assumptions (some of which were discussed in
Chapter 1):
•
•
•

Buyers and sellers operate with full information. They are aware of what they are buying and selling and are
able to easily compare prices. Based on this information, they make fully informed rational choices.
Resources are mobile and will be reallocated towards those areas of production that generate the greatest
benefit.
Both the buyer and the seller seek to maximise their own wellbeing. For the seller this means to maximise
profit and for the purchaser it means to maximise utility or satisfaction.

In a perfectly competitive market, there is generally minimal intervention by the government. If the government
intervenes in the market, it would distort the price mechanism and lead to a different set of relative prices and therefore
influences how resources are allocated. (Relative prices is an important concept that is defined later in section 2.9 of
this chapter.) The role of government in the market will be considered in Chapter 3, but for most of this chapter, the
role of the government in influencing the market will generally be ignored. In some of the case studies, the effect of
government policy initiatives will be analysed and this will provide more insight into how the government can affect
relative prices and the allocation of resources.
While the perfectly competitive market is used to analyse the impacts of changes in demand and supply, economists
also utilise this basic model to make predictions in other market structures. A monopolist, for example, will be the only
seller of a good or service, but it will still sell products that are subject to the law of demand, which will be discussed in
section 2.3.

The behaviour of producers and consumers in a competitive market
In any market, consumers and businesses are assumed to be acting in their own self-interest at all times. Consumers will
want to obtain the good or service for the lowest possible price. If they are willing to purchase the good or service at a
certain price, then they are giving the suppliers a clear signal that they value the good or service at least that much. If
they obtain the good or service for less than the maximum they are
willing to pay, then they have obtained what is referred to as consumer
Study tip
surplus. Consumer surplus is therefore the difference between the
price the consumer is willing to pay and the market price. The seller in
a competitive market, on the other hand, will try to sell their product ‘Economics costs’ have a specific meaning that makes
at the highest price possible to maximise their profits (revenue less them quite different to the accounting costs. Economic
expenses). If they are able to sell the product at a price above their costs are intricately related to opportunity cost and
represent both the explicit (accounting) cost and implicit
minimum selling price (which is linked to their economic costs) then costs associated with any investment or production
they generate a producer surplus (the difference between the price decision. To illustrate, if a small businesses makes sales
the producer is willing to sell the product for and the market price). of $180,000 and has expenses of $80,000, then the
accounting cost is $80,000 and a profit of $100,000
The price that is determined in any market is therefore a compromise is made. However, if the owner could have generated
between how much the consumers are willing to pay for the product $100,000 in income by using her time working as an
employee instead of owning and running the business,
and for how much suppliers are willing to sell the product.
When discussing the competitive market we are therefore analysing
how consumers and businesses are behaving and interacting, and we
would expect to find many different kinds of competition between
economic agents in these markets. We expect firms to compete
against each other to attract customers. The main way they do this
is to offer the lowest price possible to the consumer. Competition
therefore encourages them to seek the lowest cost method of
production.
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then the economic cost becomes $180,000 and the
profit is zero. In this example, economists would say
that the business owner is neither making an economic
profit or loss. Instead, it is a normal profit and, ceteris
paribus, is just enough to keep her in the business. If
the owner makes less than normal profits (an economic
loss) in the long run, then she is likely to exit the
industry. When firms make economic profits above
zero, it is likely to entice other producers to enter the
industry in search of ‘above normal profits’ (also called
super-normal profits).
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We also expect that consumers will compete against each other to gain access to the scarce products. When there is
more demand for a product than supply, the consumers may bid up the prices which acts as a way to ration the scarce
goods. Competition also takes place between individuals seeking to obtain the best job or between firms that compete
against each other to gain access to the scarce inputs that are available in the market. Nations, which produce a wide
range of similar goods and services, compete in international markets. Prices may not change quickly in some markets
and resources may be difficult to move from one industry to another, but for most markets, changes in behaviour and
circumstances will result in some form of disruption to the market that leads to the changes that are predicted by these
models..
The remainder of this chapter is essentially concerned with an analysis of the market mechanism (or price mechanism)
which describes how the forces of demand and supply determine the relative prices of goods and services, which then
ultimately determine the way our productive resources (e.g. natural, labour and capital) are allocated in the economy.

2.3 The law of demand and the demand curve
As mentioned in the previous section, buyers in any market will generally want to obtain the product at the lowest price
possible and will exchange the amount of money for what they see as equal to, or less than, the value they place on
the product. It is logical therefore that at higher price levels, the demand for most goods and services will decrease.
As the price rises, the opportunity costs associated with purchasing the product will increase, resulting in some buyers
dropping out of the market. In simple terms, the willingness and ability to purchase the good or service diminishes as
prices rise. (We should keep in mind, however, that there are always exceptions to most economic laws, so this will not
be the case for every single good or service).

The law of demand
The law of demand states that there is an inverse relationship between the price
(the independent variable) and the quantity demanded (the dependent variable).
This relationship is based on the assumption that all other variables that could
affect the demand for a product are held constant (the ceteris paribus condition
discussed in Box 1.1 in Chapter 1). In other words, if we assume that nothing else
in the market changes, just the price, then the quantity demanded will respond to
the change in price.

As the price decreases, the quantity demanded increases
As the price increases, the quantity demanded decreases
It could be argued that the law of demand is an accurate description of human behaviour because:
•

Some people may no longer be able to afford the product as the price rises. At a lower price, we can afford more
of a good or service. As the price increases, however, a greater percentage of income is needed to purchase the
product. Economists commonly refer to this as the ‘income effect’.

•

Price is generally seen as an obstacle that may deter people
from buying a product and an increase in price may mean
that the supplier is now asking for an amount that exceeds
what people think the product is worth. Given that each
person is assumed to have an amount they are willing to pay
for a good or service (based on its perceived value to them),
it makes sense that at higher prices less will be demanded.
More people will drop out of the market as the price exceeds
its perceived value.

Study tip
It is important for students of Economics to remember
that, when we are talking about the law of demand,
we are talking about the response of the quantity
demanded to a change in price, not how changing
demand affects the prices of goods and services.
Consideration of factors other than price causing
changes in demand will occur in the next section.

•

Higher prices may also encourage consumers to look at the
alternatives that are available in the market. When the price
of one good increases, consumers will look towards cheaper substitutes, so quantity demanded is likely to fall.
Economists commonly refer to this as the ‘substitution effect’.

•

Many products are subject to diminishing marginal utility. Diminishing marginal utility (also discussed in Box 1.1
in Chapter 1) recognises that each additional unit that is consumed (referred to as the ‘marginal’ unit) will add to
a person’s level of satisfaction (i.e. add to their ‘utility’). However, the benefit received from each additional unit
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falls with each successive unit consumed. It may still be a positive experience, but the level of utility (satisfaction)
is less for the second unit than the first and so on. In other words, diminishing marginal utility refers to the idea
that each successive item of the product purchased yields less satisfaction. This affects a consumer’s willingness
to pay for a product. If the first apple you consume yields a certain amount of satisfaction, it would be expected
that a second apple consumed straight after that would yield less satisfaction. Each successive apple will yield
even less satisfaction, so the amount you are willing to pay for those extra apples tends to decrease. As a result,
you will only buy the extra units if the price is lowered. This links to the second reason why the law of demand
makes sense, because each successive unit of the good consumed is seen to have a lower perceived value for
most consumers.

Box 2.1 The law of demand in action: ‘House auction’
Attending a house auction is one way to witness the law of demand in
action. There is one unique product available for sale (the house) and
there are generally a number of possible buyers who are interested in
the property. In this environment, the potential buyers will compete
against one another. Bids may start low, with many people willing and
able to pay the amount stated. As the price is bid up, the number of
potential buyers decreases. The person who places the highest bid
may or may not win the auction. They will only get to purchase the
house if their bid is above the vendor’s (seller’s) reserve, the lowest
price that the vendors will accept. Those who have dropped out of the
race have either accepted that the price is above their budget (income
effect) or have decided that the house is not worth the price that has
been reached (beyond their perceived value). There may also be similar
houses (substitutes) nearby which they believe may sell for less. If there
is only one person who is interested in the property or the second
highest bidder doesn’t value it as much as the highest bidder, then the
purchaser may obtain the house for less than what they were willing
to pay (and hence gain some consumer surplus). Thankfully, the real
estate agent is unable to read the mind of the potential buyers.
An alternative way to think about the law of demand is to think about the sales conducted by retail outlets. When stock
is released to the market, it may sit on the shelf for longer than what the retailer would like. The retailer is then
keen to free up shelf space (and earn some income so that they can pay their creditors), so they reduce the price to
attract customers. As the price is reduced, some consumers will decide that the product is now worth the lower purchase
price and sales should increase. More consumers will also be able to afford the product. When shops have sales in the
modern era, it also has a psychological effect and it is not unusual for consumers to queue for hours to ’grab a bargain‘.
Retailers create the feeling that the sales won’t last and people may fear missing out on the bargain.

Constructing a demand curve
There are a range of factors that affect the quantity demanded in any market, but people cannot generally visualise more
than two dimensions. Economists have therefore decided that it makes more sense to choose the most important factor
that influences the demand for most goods and services, namely price.
The demand curve shows the relationship between various possible prices for a product and the quantity
that consumers in the market would be willing and able to buy at each of these prices.
This total demand in the market is based upon the total amount demanded by each individual consumer (i.e. the sum
of all individual demand curves). It is important to be aware that demand is based on both the ability and willingness
to purchase. You may want to purchase a new sports car, but unless you have the income to pay for it (and are willing
to sacrifice this income) then it is not relevant for the construction of the demand curve. This is referred to as effective
demand.
Consider the following hypothetical information about the market for green smoothies, represented in a ‘demand
schedule’. Green smoothies have become increasingly popular in the twenty first century as consumers look to replace
their sugary beverages with juices and smashed up (blended drinks of) fruits and vegetables (called smoothies). Table
2.1 shows the number of green smoothies that would be purchased at any given price on any given day in a hypothetical
market. It is clear that the demand for green smoothies follows the law of demand. Lower prices result in an increase
in the quantity demanded and higher prices result in a lower quantity demanded. For example, if the price of green
smoothies increases from $5.00 to $7.00, demand for green smoothies contracts from 60 per day to 20 per day.
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Table 2.1 Demand schedule for green smoothies
Price ($AUD) per 500 ml

Quantity demanded per day

1.00

140

2.00

120

3.00

100

4.00

80

5.00

60

6.00

40

7.00

20

The law of demand is represented in a two-dimensional diagram with the price on the vertical (y) axis and the quantity
demanded on the horizontal (x) axis. This is represented in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1:
Demand for green smoothies
Price ($)
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It is important to note that when the price of the product changes, there will be a movement along the demand curve.
When prices increase, demand generally contracts (moves left along the demand curve). When prices fall, demand
usually expands (moves right along the demand curve).

The difference between a movement along and a shift of the demand curve
Economists distinguish between a movement along the demand curve and a shift of the demand curve. In both cases the
demand for a good or service will change, but the reasons for the change differ. A movement along the curve is due to a
change in the good or service’s own price. A movement along the demand curve to the left (a contraction) is caused by
an increase in the price of the relevant good or service. A movement along the demand curve to the right (an expansion)
is caused by a decrease in the price. A shift of the entire demand curve will occur when one of the other factors of
demand (i.e. not price) have changed, resulting in either an increase or decrease in the quantity demanded at any given
price. This essentially means that the previous demand curve is no longer relevant for the new set of circumstances.
These demand factors will be discussed in section 2.4.
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Review questions 2.1
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the key characteristics of a market?
Provide three examples of markets where you have been involved in the exchange of a good or service in the last
month.
Outline the three conditions for a perfectly competitive market. Explain how each condition might result in
increased competitive pressures.
5. Explain how consumers might compete against each other in a competitive market. Give an example from your
6. own experience.
7. Explain how suppliers might compete against each other in a competitive market. Identify and explain one market
where you have witnessed firms competing against one another.
8. State the law of demand. With reference to the income and substitution effects, explain why the law of demand is
a good explanation of human behaviour when faced with changing prices.
9. Distinguish between a movement along the demand curve and a shift of the demand curve.
10. Attend a property auction in your neighbourhood (or watch one online). Describe how the equilibrium price is
achieved and link your response to the law of demand.
11. With reference to a snack you like to eat after school, explain what is meant by the concept of diminishing marginal
utility.
12. Explain the link between diminishing marginal utility and the law of demand.

2.4  Microeconomic demand side factors that influence price
and quantity
Until now, we have focused on how a product’s own price has influenced the quantity demanded. There are, however, a
range of other factors that need consideration. When the demand curve is constructed, it is assumed that each of these
other demand factors is held constant (ceteris paribus). However, changes in these factors do occur, and such changes
will cause the demand curve to shift – a whole new demand curve will be created whenever one or more of these
factors changes.
If the demand curve shifts to the right, this means that for each given price there is a greater quantity demanded, which
is commonly expressed as an increase in demand. A shift of the demand curve to the left means that for each given price
there is a lower quantity demanded, which is commonly expressed as a decrease in demand.
As part of the VCE Economics course, you will need to understand how the following factors affect the position of the
demand curve: disposable income, the prices of substitutes and complements, preferences and tastes, interest rates,
changes in population and consumer confidence.

Disposable income
Disposable income is defined as the rewards received by households from their direct contribution (from working)
and indirect contribution (from the provision of land or capital) to the production process, plus government transfers
less direct (income) taxes. This represents the total amount that consumers have to spend on goods and services.
Disposable income could increase, for example, when a person gets a pay increase, the government cuts individual
income tax rates or when a household receives dividends or makes capital gains from buying or selling assets.

Disposable income
=
Factor income

[e.g. wages for contibuting labour]

+
government transfers
–
direct (income) taxes
on factor income
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An increase in disposable income is generally associated with an increase in the demand for normal goods. This will shift
the demand curve to the right, as consumers may be willing and able to purchase a greater quantity at any given price.
A normal good is therefore defined as one where consumption of the good increases when income increases.
Economic theory predicts the opposite behaviour for consumers
with regard to inferior goods. These are goods where demand
actually decreases when disposable income increases. Goods
that are often considered inferior include second-hand clothes,
generic (‘homebrand’ or no-name) products sold in supermarkets
and travel by bus. As income increases, consumers may choose
to substitute away from inferior goods and towards new clothes,
branded products or purchase their own mode of transport.

Study tip
It is important to distinguish between disposable income
and discretionary income. Income tax increases will
decrease disposable income but if the individual does
not have savings, interest rate increases won’t affect
disposable income. This is because the individual will
still receive the same rewards from their contribution
to the production process. However, changes in interest
rates is likely to affect discretionary income, especially
for households who have loans with variable interest
rates. Discretionary income is a measure of how much
households have left over to spend on non-essential
items after their core expenses have been paid.

Referring to the previous example regarding green smoothies, if
the government granted an income tax cut to all workers, disposable
income across the country would tend to increase. Some of these
workers may choose to spend their increased income on purchasing
healthy beverages, (assuming at this stage that the price remained
the same). Not all people with the extra disposable income will purchase more green smoothies but it is reasonable to
expect that some of them will. Therefore, the overall demand for green smoothies would increase and more would be
demanded at each price level.
This would be represented by a shift of the demand curve to the right and the demand information could change as
shown in Table 2.2 below.
Table 2.2 Demand schedule for green smoothies
Price ($AUD) per 500 ml

Quantity demanded
per day (D1)

NEW Quantity demanded per
day after income tax cut (D2)

1.00

140

150

2.00

120

130

3.00

100

110

4.00

80

90

5.00

60

70

6.00

40

50

7.00

20

30

Figure 2.2:
Demand for green smoothies [Shift of demand curve]
Price ($)
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Figure 2.2 shows how a personal income tax cut affects the demand for green smoothies. For example, at a price of
$5.00 the demand has increased by 10 drinks per day, from 60 to 70. This increase in quantity demanded occurs at every
other price, which is why the demand curve has shifted to the right in a parallel fashion. The tax cut in this case is likely
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to result in an extra 10 green smoothies being demanded per day as some of the extra disposable income has been
allocated to the consumption of green smoothies. People who like them might be buying more or those who could not
afford them before the tax cut may now feel that it is within their budget. It is important to note that we can’t yet predict
how many smoothies will actually be sold, as this will depend on the supply conditions in the market at the time, which
will be considered in the next section.

Interest rates and other factors affecting discretionary income
Interest rates represent the reward for lending (saving) or the cost of borrowing, expressed as a percentage of the
principal (the amount lent or borrowed). Increases in interest rates are likely to have the greatest impact on the behaviour
of those who are indebted. Most home loans in Australia are usually offered with variable interest rates, which means
that the banks can adjust the interest rate payable in line with changing economic circumstances (usually, but not always
when the RBA changes the cash rate). An increase in interest rates will mean that indebted households (and businesses)
will have less ‘discretionary income’ after paying interest. This is likely to result in a decrease in demand and a shift to
the left of the demand curve for many goods and services. In this case, less will be purchased at each price.
Those goods that are deemed by consumers to be less necessary may be affected more than essentials, such as food. In
the case of retirees, a fall in interest rates can actually result in a decrease in their disposable (and discretionary income)
as the interest earned on their savings will be lower.
There are a number of other ways (called transmission channels) that
changes in interest rates can affect the demand for goods and services.
These will be discussed in more detail as part of the analysis of monetary
policy (Chapters 10 and 11).
When using the term discretionary income, economists are referring
to the amount of disposable income that is left over (or available) after
households have paid their essential bills. The word ‘discretionary’
indicates that there is some degree of choice involved in what households
are spending income on. Therefore, spending on such non-essential items
is often classified as ‘discretionary spending’. For example, between
2019 and 2020 the price of petrol decreased by approximately 40 to
50 cents per litre. CommSec estimated that this decreased the average
monthly spending on fuel by approximately $35 to $45. At the time, many
economists were suggesting that this was equivalent to the effect of a
0.25% decrease in interest rates, because the discretionary income for
the average family increased. While their disposable income (income
received after income tax) may not have changed, the decrease in petrol
price meant they had more to spend on non-essential items.
Other key bills paid by households that would therefore influence discretionary income, in addition to interest on
mortgages, may include utility bills such as gas, electricity and water, rates and rent (for those who do not live in a home
they own).

The price of substitutes
A substitute is a viable good or service that may be used instead of the product in question. From the consumer’s
perspective, this means that substitutes provide the user with a similar experience or fulfil a similar need. Remember
that one of the reasons for the demand curve being downward sloping is that when the price increases, it is assumed that
some customers will switch to cheaper alternatives. If a substitute becomes cheaper, and the price of the good we are
analysing doesn’t change, then it is assumed that demand for the original good will decrease, resulting in a shift of the
demand curve to the left as consumers substitute into the relatively cheaper good. In the market for green smoothies,
Boost Juice and Juicemaster may be seen as competitors. Juicemaster would like to attract customers from Boost, so
they start to offer their smoothies for one dollar cheaper than Boost. This new information must be incorporated into
our demand analysis. Some consumers, noticing the lower prices at Juicemaster, will purchase their smoothies from
Juicemaster, resulting in a decrease in demand for green smoothies from Boost. This is likely to result in a shift to the left
of the demand curve for Boost green smoothies.
You will find substitutes in most product categories and whenever there is a change in the price of one of these products
it will have implications for another. Some may see Fuji and Pink Lady apples as substitutes. For those who prefer sugary
drinks, Coke and Pepsi are substitutes and when seeking out new trainers one might see Adidas and Nike as viable
alternatives.
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The price of complements
Complementary products are generally consumed together but are usually sold separately. Therefore an increase in
the price of a complementary good might be viewed by the consumer as an increase in the price of the combined
experience for both goods. The recent resurgence of vinyl (records) in the 2010s surprised many analysts, especially
those in Australia who had closed down all the vinyl factories. As the price of record players has continued to decrease
(due to being able to produce larger volumes), this has helped to generate extra demand for records. Similarly, if the
price of records was to decrease, then more people may be tempted to purchase this form of media and they would
need a record player to play the records. Therefore, if vinyl records get cheaper (which may happen if the producers are
able to manufacture on a larger scale), then demand for records would expand and the demand for the record players
might increase.
Complementary products also highlight how markets can be interdependent. An increase in the price of milk, for
example, could lead to a decrease in the demand for gluten free muesli. An increase in the price of petrol could result in
a decrease in the demand for cars that are less fuel efficient because the degree of complementarity is high.

Preferences and tastes
Demand may be affected by an individual’s tastes,
attitudes and preferences towards each good or service.
In recent times, greater media attention has been paid to
the effect of diet on one’s health. This has influenced many
people to increase their consumption of green smoothies
(as discussed earlier). Knowledge of the product’s
detoxification properties, for example, could influence
tastes and preferences. As a result, the demand curve for
green smoothies is likely to have shifted to the right over
time and more smoothies have been demanded at each
price point.
As mentioned in the section on complementary goods,
the recent (and somewhat surprising) resurgence of
vinyl as a musical source has been driven by people who
prefer analogue recordings to the perceived coldness of
digital audio. Commentators have also suggested that the
movement back towards analogue products is a rejection
of technological advancement, while others have called it
a ’hipster fad’. Either way, consumers’ tastes have been affected, and the demand curve for records has increased by a
large percentage. This has occurred despite the fact that vinyl records are often twice as expensive as the equivalent CD
and significantly more expensive than streaming services such as Spotify.
When performance artists tour Australia, their music sales (both digitally and in physical form) tend to increase.
Consumers are exposed to the music of the performer and the performer may become more fashionable. Going to see
a music concert can influence the way the consumer considers and appreciates the music. The death of an artist also
tends to have a positive effect on the demand for their art. Advertising is also designed to heavily influence tastes and
preferences. Successful advertising campaigns can result in a significant shift in the demand curve to the right and could
negatively impact the demand for substitute goods.

Population growth and demographic change
A growing population will generally need more goods and services, so it is not surprising that the production of goods
and services will usually increase every year given that in most years Australia’s population continues to grow. This is one
reason why businesses often encourage governments to increase or at least maintain their high immigration targets. It
has also been argued that Australia’s relatively high immigration targets have contributed to the on-going increase in
house prices as the demand for houses at each price point has increased.
The demographics of the population may also affect the range of goods and services that are sold in the market. Australia
has an ageing population (an increasing percentage of the population are over 65) because there were more births
per woman in the years between 1945 and 1965. The large increase in population at that time is referred to as the
baby boomer generation. People from this generation are living longer, which means that demand for certain products
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increases, such as healthcare and aged care. Demand for retirement village living has also increased, with many projects
selling out in a short period of time. The disproportionate number of people in this generation may skew production
towards the types of goods and services that this group prefers.
A mini-baby boom that occurred in the early part of the 21st century may have contributed to the growing market for
infant-related products and has also created extra demand for education professionals.

Consumer confidence (sentiment)
Consumer sentiment (also called ‘consumer confidence’) is
a measure of households’ general expectations about the
future state of the economy. Consumers’ expectations may
affect their marginal propensity to consume (which in turn
affects their willingness to save) and their willingness to take
on new debt. The marginal propensity to consume measures
the change in consumption that would result from a one
dollar increase in income. If consumers feel secure about their
future employment opportunities, for example, they may be
more willing to bring forward purchases and go into debt to
purchase items. As a result, when consumer confidence is
high, the marginal propensity to consume might increase.
This means that for every extra dollar received, consumers
may spend a greater percentage of it. This would particularly
affect the purchase of discretionary items such as a new car
or a holiday. When confidence is high this is often reflected
in a low savings rate across the macroeconomy. During the
Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, consumer confidence fell to its
lowest level in over thirty years. This was associated with an
increase in the savings rate from approximately 5% in the
March quarter of 2020 to just under 20% in the June quarter
of 2020.
Confidence can be affected by a wide range of factors including the unemployment rate in the country, the budgetary
policy decisions made by the government, the change in household wealth positions and prevailing economic conditions
and decisions made in the rest of the world (such as escalation of trade wars between a large number of countries).

Review questions 2.2
1.

Define the term ‘normal good’. Describe one recent purchase you have made and explain whether you would
purchase more of this product if your income increased.
2. Explain what is meant by the term ‘disposable income’. Identify and explain three factors that might contribute to
an increase in disposable income.
3. Explain why indebted households might be sensitive to changes in Australian interest rates.
4. Distinguish between ‘disposable income’ and ‘discretionary income’.
5. Explain how an increase in disposable income or discretionary income will affect the position of the demand curve
for laptop computers.
6. Identify two goods that would be considered viable substitutes for one another. Explain how an increase in the
price of one would affect the demand curve of the other.
7. Identify two goods that would be considered complementary and discuss how an increase in the price of one
would affect the demand curve of the other.
8. With reference to three specific products, identify and explain two factors that could influence the tastes and
preferences and hence the demand curve for each good or service.
9. Explain how the closure of Australia’s borders in 2020 might affect the demand curve for specific goods or services.
10. Identify and explain how two industries may be affected by the ageing of the Australian population. Illustrate your
answer with a diagram showing the shift in the demand curve.
11. Identify two factors that could cause consumer sentiment (confidence) to decrease.
12. Explain how a change in consumer sentiment can affect the marginal propensity to consume and the demand
curve for a range of goods and services. Give specific examples.
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Activity 2a: Analysing demand
Complete the following table. For each of the markets:
1. Identify the impact on the demand curve. Will there be an expansion of
demand, contraction of demand, increase in demand (shift to the right of the
demand curve) or decrease in demand (shift to the left of the demand curve)?
2. Identify the relevant demand factor that will influence this outcome.
The first one has been done for you.
Relevant market

Milk

Change in economic circumstances

An increase in the price of milk

Impact on demand
(expansion, contraction,
increase or decrease)

Relevant demand factor

Contraction of demand Change in price of the
good itself

Tickets to the Austral- The appointment of David Hallian Ballet
berg, from New York as the artistic
director
Beats headphones

Apple buys out the company that
makes the headphones

Cricket bats

A very wet summer

Surfwear

A “pandemic” sale

Electric vehicles

New knowledge on the dangers of
climate change

Organic steak

Higher cost of pesticides causing
steak prices to rise

Kenny Rogers records The death of Kenny Rogers
Houses

The closing of Australia’s borders
due to Covid-19

Haircuts

An increase in interest rates

Cornflakes

An increase in the price of almond
milk

Activity 2b: The market for bubble tea
It might seem odd to some, but people are sometimes willing to queue for up
to 30 minutes to purchase a large cup of bubble tea. Students might even try
to order bubble tea to get through their afternoon classes. In fact, worldwide
demand is surging. Bubble tea is a drink that is made from different types of tea,
milk, ice and tapioca pearls (an extract from the cassava plant of South America).
In some sections of the market, the quality of bubble tea is measured by how
much Q power lurks in the tapioca pearls – which refers to the right amount
of ‘toothiness’. The right level of Q factor can have a significant impact on the
demand for the product.
Changes in tastes and preferences
The growth of the bubble tea market is intrinsically linked to changes in tastes and fashion, as one of the many
microeconomic factors influencing demand. Green and Black tea have been linked to improved cognitive function,
reduced inflammation and in some cases, weight loss. Office workers and students looking for an afternoon ‘pick me
up’ may turn to the drink as a viable alternative to coffee.
The bubble tea market has been able to expand as the sellers find ways to appeal to a wider range of tastes. Suppliers
have been able to modify their drinks such that there is now a wide range of flavours, some which are sugary sweet,
while others cater for the lactose intolerant consumer. Suppliers are also increasingly aware of the link between
sugary drinks and preventable diseases, such as obesity and diabetes, which has resulted in an increase in the use
of alternative sweeteners, such as agave and stevia. To appeal to a wider consumer audience, and therefore boost
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demand, suppliers have also tried to differentiate their products by using organic ingredients. Extensive research
is being undertaken by major franchisers to find inventive ways to expand their offerings of low-glycaemic index
versions to continually broaden the size of the market.
Complementing the experience
Another factor which has driven the growth of bubble tea demand around the world has been the link between sales
and the café culture. In much the same way that people like to enjoy a cup of coffee in a café setting with friends
and family, bubble tea sales have increased as cafes offer this as part of their range of products. While in the café,
consumers typically purchase other products (such as cakes or biscuits), so it is in the café’s best interest to offer
bubble tea as one of its drink options. Starbucks, for example, has tried to jump on the bubble tea bandwagon and
has added a ‘Raspberry Milk Tea’ to its range of offerings (although the key ingredient, tapioca pearls, is missing at
this stage).
Competition and prices
The increase in demand has brought with it an increase in competition. In most markets, greater levels of competition
should lead to lower prices which will induce an expansion along the demand curve as the lower price makes it
more affordable for some and encourage others to consume bubble tea instead of the relatively more expensive
alternatives.
Questions
1. Explain how, in the market for bubble tea, tastes and preference have changed and describe the impact on
the demand curve for bubble tea.
2. Define the law of demand.
3. Distinguish between a movement along the demand curve and a shift of the demand curve.
4. Explain why falling prices for bubble tea results in an expansion along the demand curve for bubble tea.  In
your answer, refer to income and substitution effects.
5. Explain why an increased demand for bubble tea at cafes can increase the demand for cakes and biscuits.  
6. Outline why an increase in competition within the market for bubble tea exerts downward pressure on the
price of bubble tea.

2.5 The law of supply and the supply curve
While a higher price may act as a deterrent to the consumer, it tends to have a positive influence on the incentives of
the supplier. Each unit sold represents an increase in their revenue (which is equal to the price multiplied by the quantity
for each product sold). A higher market price is therefore likely to make the supply of the particular product more
profitable. Assume, for example, a farmer can use her land to grow a range of crops, but she has decided to focus on the
production of strawberries. An increase in the price of strawberries in the market (which could be driven by a change
in tastes and fashion in the market) would tend to encourage this farmer, and possibly other farmers, to increase their
supply of strawberries in the market. They might be able to achieve this by using up more of their available land or by
increasing productivity. They recognise more profits are likely to be made from strawberries than any alternative use of
the land. As a result, the opportunity cost of producing a product that is not strawberries has increased.
In addition, a higher output level might be associated with higher per unit costs of production. When the volume of
production increases beyond a certain point, the firm’s capital resources may become crowded. The production facility
becomes stretched, bottlenecks start to appear and efficiency declines. As a consequence, the costs associated with
each additional unit of production start to rise so the prices needed to cover the costs also increase. Therefore, to
encourage extra supply, the supplier needs to receive a higher price per unit.

Law of Supply
The law of supply indicates that there is an positive relationship between the price (the independent variable) and the
quantity supplied (the dependent variable).

As the price increases, the quantity supplied increases
As the price decreases, the quantity supplied decreases
It could be argued that the law of supply is an accurate description of human behaviour because:
•
•
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a higher price received for the product represents an increase in revenue for the supplier (assuming all else
remains constant);
a higher price increases the opportunity cost of using resources to supply an alternative product; and
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• to increase production, the cost per unit might increase (i.e. in this model, the marginal cost is assumed to rise).
As part of our basic microeconomic model, we have intrinsically assumed that the business operates to maximise its
profits. Therefore, it makes sense that, if all else is held constant, a firm will prefer to sell its product at a higher price.
The firm will therefore supply more if it thinks it can get a higher price for it.
It is useful to think about supply in terms of what prices will be required to encourage producers to supply the market
with a given quantity. At the very minimum they need to cover their economic costs. There are a range of factors that
affect the quantity supplied in any market, but it is assumed that these are held constant (ceteris paribus) for each of the
different price levels when the supply curve is constructed.

Constructing a supply curve
Table 2.3 shows the number of green smoothies that would be supplied at any given price in our hypothetical market. It
is clear that the supply for green smoothies follows the law of supply. Lower prices decrease the quantity supplied and
when price increases from $1 to $2, supply expands from 50 per day to 60 per day. Like the demand curve, the supply
curve can be represented in a two-dimensional diagram with price on the vertical axis and quantity supplied on the
horizontal axis. This is represented on the supply curve in Figure 2.3.
Table 2.3 Supply schedule for green smoothies
Price ($AUD) per 500 ml

Quantity supplied per day

1.00

50

2.00

60

3.00

70

4.00

80

5.00

90

6.00

100

7.00

110
Figure 2.3:
Supply of green smoothies
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The difference between a movement along and a shift of the supply curve
In a similar way to the demand curve, it is also necessary to be able to distinguish between a movement along the supply
curve and a shift of the supply curve. In both cases the supply of a good or service will change, but the reasons for the
change are different. A movement along the supply curve occurs when the product’s price changes and this causes the
quantity supplied to change. A movement along the supply curve to the left (a contraction) is caused by a decrease in
the price of the good or service itself. A movement along the supply curve to the right (an expansion) is caused by an
increase in the price. This can be seen when the price of green smoothies shown in Table 2.3 above increases from $4.00
to $5.00 - the supply will expand from 80 to 90.
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A shift of the entire supply curve will occur when one of the other factors of supply have changed (i.e. not price), and,
therefore, at any given price there is either an increase or decrease in the quantity supplied. If the supply curve shifts to
the right, this is described as an increase in supply. If the supply curve shifts to the left, this is described as a decrease
in supply.

2.6 Microeconomic supply side factors that influence prices and
quantity
There are a range of factors that will cause the supply curve to shift. When the supply curve is constructed, it is assumed
that each of these supply factors (other than price) is held constant (the ceteris paribus conditions). Whenever one or
more of them change, the position of the supply curve will change
and a whole new supply curve is created.
A change in a factor of supply (also called a supply factor) will cause a
shift in the supply curve. If a supply factor causes supply to increase,
the supply curve will shift to the right. If a supply factor causes supply
to decrease, the supply curve will shift to the left.

Study tip

When trying to conceptualise the impact of a shift to
the left of the supply curve, it can be useful to assume
that quantities remain unchanged and then ask the
following question: What price does the supplier now
need to charge to justify supplying that particular
quantity? The price needs to be higher at every
quantity level or else the supplier will no longer be
willing to supply. Consequently, this causes the whole
supply curve to shift left.

We have already examined the relationship between price and
supply in the previous section, where higher prices indicated that
more profit can potentially be made by allocating more resources to
production, which prompted a movement up along the supply curve
as existing producers supplied more to the market. However, the
willingness of producers to supply goods to a market (in the first instance) will ultimately depend on the expectations
of profit (i.e. profitability) at any given price. For example, in the case of green smoothies, once producers of other
products (or entrepreneurs more generally) believe that makers of green smoothies are making large profits, they will
allocate productive resources to their production. This increases the number of sellers/producers in the market and
necessarily results in more supply at every given price – shifting the supply curve to the right. This is how an increase
in competition, or competitive pressures (which is covered in detail in Chapter 3), can lead to a reduction in prices. Of
course, the actual or perceived profitability related to any product must also depend on actual or perceived changes in
the costs of production. So if the price of a product remains unchanged over any given period, and the per unit costs of
production fall, then by definition the profit from selling each unit will rise and producers will be willing to supply more
to the market - i.e. the supply curve will shift to the right.
As part of the VCE Economics course, students will need to understand how the following factors affect the position of
the supply curve: changes in the cost of production, technological change, productivity growth and climatic conditions.

Changes in the costs of production
Each good and service that is produced in the economy requires resources, which are often referred to as the factors
of production (i.e. land, labour and capital). The position of a firm’s
supply curve will depend on the costs involved in making a good
Study tip
or service as this will influence the price the producer is willing to
accept in return for the good.
One of the biggest challenges faced by students
studying supply is that they start to discuss the
reaction in terms of demand. This intrinsically makes
sense because most of us are consumers, but few of
us own businesses. Therefore, it is recommended when
analysing supply that you seek to view the question
from the perspective of an individual business owner.
Ask yourself how the change in a relevant factor will
influence their willingness and ability to supply (at each
given price point). Try, at least to begin with, to analyse
this independently of any change in demand.

Referring back to the market for green smoothies, there are a
number of resources that are needed to create this nutritious drink.
The drink may be made from spinach, kale and something like an
apple to provide the sweetness needed to entice many customers
to consider the drink. A shortage of kale, for example, could result
in its price increasing, leading to a higher cost of production for the
smoothie supplier. Similarly, if the price of petrol increased then
each smoothie would cost more to make as it would cost more to
transport the ingredients to the store. Similarly, if the owner of the
building charged higher rent to the smoothie business, then the smoothie producer’s costs of production would increase.
As a result, the supply will decrease at each given price, which is represented by a shift to the left of the supply curve. In
other words, the higher costs of production reduce the willingness and/or ability of the retailer to supply at a given price.
Refer to Box 2.1 for further information about the common costs that can affect the supply curve of most businesses.
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Box 2.2 Common costs of production
The common costs of production faced by businesses include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wages/Salaries and other on-costs such as superannuation and
WorkCover premiums
Rent and property expenses
Interest on loans and overdraft facilities
Utility bills such as electricity, water, telephone/internet and gas
Delivery costs
The cost of technology
The rate of depreciation of assets
The cost of raw materials used in the production process
Financial and insurance services
The level of government assistance or taxes and charges
The value of the $AUD affects the cost of using imported components in the production process

Technological change and productivity growth
New technology is usually associated with an increase in productivity. Productivity measures the output per unit of input.
One measure of productivity is labour productivity, which is measured by the total output (the volume of production) for
each hour that is worked. The introduction of new and more advanced capital in the production process may result in a
greater volume of goods and services produced for each hour worked. If the price of the resources used (such as labour)
remains constant, this should result in a decrease in the cost per
unit of output. Higher levels of productivity would therefore enable
Study tip
the supplier to supply more at each price level.
With reference to the market for smoothies, the introduction of Remember that when demand or supply increases, the
respective curves shift right, and when they decrease,
robots in the production process could result in a reduction in the the curves shift left. Avoid talking about moving the
costs of production for the supplier (especially in the long run). With curves up or down.
robots taking the orders, the additional costs associated with each
order would decrease because the robots would not require compensation for each hour worked
New technology could also, over time, reduce the cost of operating a smoothy business. Electricity costs could decrease
as solar technology improves and new technology could be introduced in the agricultural sector that increases the
productivity of land. This could increase the supply of kale such that the supply of smoothies could increase. Therefore,
technological improvement is likely to result in an increase in productivity and lower the costs of production, resulting in
an increased supply at all price points (shifting the supply curve to the right).

Climatic conditions and other disruptions
Most goods and services rely upon nature for the provision of the raw materials required, either directly or indirectly.
Some agricultural products are heavily dependent upon favourable climatic conditions. A drought, for example, reduces
the availability of a key resource in the production process (i.e. water). This would decrease the availability of key
resources in the production of green smoothies such as kale and spinach. This may push up their prices in the market,
raising the cost of production. In some extreme circumstances, the smoothie operator may not be able to purchase as
much kale as they need to meet demand, reducing the market supply of this offering.
Climate scientists predict that, as climate change worsens, there will be an increase in the occurrence of erratic weather
patterns that cause disruptions to supply. Suppliers in regions affected by floods and bushfires have been significantly
affected in the past and this has, in some cases, reduced supply to zero. For example, as a result of the extreme bushfires
at the start of 2020, many businesses were completely destroyed and unable to supply any goods or services to the
market. Similarly, the response by governments to the coronavirus pandemic led to a significant disruption to supply. An
extensive number of businesses were unable to legally supply their goods or services due to the lockdown conditions.
For example, the supply of haircuts, gym services, lawn mowing services and restaurant meals effectively disappeared.
Human actions can also cause supply-side shocks. Acts of terrorism or human error have, on occasion caused disruption
to supply. For example, acts of terrorism have disrupted transport infrastructure and added to costs for the airline and
tourism industries.
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Activity 2c: Analysing supply
Complete the following table. For each of the markets:
1.
2.

Identify the impact on the supply curve. Will there be an expansion of supply,
contraction of supply, increase in supply (shift to the right of the curve) or
decrease in supply (shift to the left of the curve)?
Identify the relevant supply factor that will influence this outcome.

The first one has been done for you.
Relevant market

Change in economic circumstances

Eggs

Disease affecting poultry

Tickets to the AFL
Grand Final

An increase in the minimum wage

Apple iPhone

Relocation of factories from China to
India

Tennis racquets

A shortage of tennis racket designers

Mini Cooper Vehicles

A depreciation of the Australian dollar

Haircuts

An increase in the price of shampoo

Ice cream

An excessively hot summer

Face masks

The coronavirus pandemic pushes up
prices

Economists’ services

An increase in the HECS fees required
to study Economics at university

Chop-chop (illegally
imported cigarettes)

The employment of an extra 2,000
police

Airline flights

Closures of state borders

Impact on supply
(expansion, contraction,
increase or decrease)

Decrease

Relevant supply factor

Climatic and other

Review questions 2.3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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State the law of supply.
Explain, to someone who has never studied economics, how and why suppliers will react to an increase in the
price of the product they are considering selling.
Distinguish between a movement along the supply curve and a shift of the supply curve. In your answer, make
reference to the terms used to describe movements along and shifts of the supply curve.
Describe a factor that might encourage new suppliers to enter a market and discuss the implications for price
and quantities sold.
Identify and explain two factors that may lead to a decrease in the cost of production for cleaning services.
Illustrate how the decrease in the cost of production will affect the position of the supply curve for cleaning
services.
Explain how an increase in the price of bananas might affect the supply of pineapples (assuming they can be
grown on the same land).
Explain how climate change may be associated with changes in the supply of certain products. Refer to at least
three specific products as part of your answer. (This question may require some additional research)
Identify two recent technological changes that are not mentioned in the text and explain how they may be
associated with an increase in supply for the relevant industries.
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To illustrate how these factors may cause the supply curve to shift, we will continue with the example of green smoothies.
Let’s assume that the costs of production fall by an average of $1 per smoothie, perhaps because of lower raw material
costs (e.g. cheaper fruit ingredients) or improvements in technology (cheaper and more efficient blenders). Table 2.4
below indicates that the suppliers will be willing to increase their supply of smoothies to the market at every price level.
Alternatively, it means that for any given quantity of smoothies it produces, the producer is willing to supply them at a
lower price (i.e. $1 less per smoothie). On this basis, the supply schedule will change as shown in Table 2.4 below:
Table 2.4 Supply schedule for green smoothies
Price ($AUD) per 500 ml

Quantity supplied
per day (S1)

NEW Quantity supplied per day
after lower costs (S2)

1.00

50

60

2.00

60

70

3.00

70

80

4.00

80

90

5.00

90

100

6.00

100

110

7.00

110

120

Figure 2.4:
Supply of green smoothies [shift of supply curve]
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Figure 2.4 shows how the lower costs of production affects the supply curve for green smoothies. For example, at a price
of $5.00 the supply has increased by 10 drinks per day, from 90 to 100. This increase in quantity supplied occurs at every
other price, which is why the supply curve has shifted to the right in a parallel fashion.

Activity 2d:  Climate change and disruptions to supply

The extreme bushfires across Australia in the summer of 2020 illustrated how extreme
weather events can affect the ability and willingness of individual firms to supply. At
the time, major transport routes (key infrastructure) was cut off and many businesses
were unable to provide the services that would ordinarily provide them with a source of
income. For example, tourism operators were unable to supply their services because
their buildings, equipment and stock was destroyed.
According to the government website www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au , extreme
weather events, like those mentioned in this case study, will become more prevalent.
Droughts are expected to last for longer and be more severe because they will be
accompanied by hotter temperatures. Floods, bushfires and other erratic weather
patterns are also expected to be more devastating to the nation’s ability to supply.
While no one knows exactly how food production will be affected by climate change,
there is some consensus amongst climate change scientists that a major regional food bowl, the Murray Darling Basin, will
be negatively affected. The lack of a key resource such as water will make it significantly more difficult to grow a large
number of fruits and vegetables, as well as impose supply constraints on the production of wheat and dairy products.
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Cities, such as Melbourne, rely upon the food grown in regional centres as well as on the urban fringe (in areas called food
bowls). Food, such as bananas, often travels vast distances (which contributes to climate change due to the burning of
fossil fuels). These arrangements could be seen as inter-temporally inefficient because current consumption patterns might
negatively affect the future capacity to grow food (and therefore reduce the living standards of future generations).
Climate change may also have a disruptive effect on other key industries that affect the ability of firms to supply. If
extreme weather events are associated with temporary or long-term destruction of key infrastructure such as electricity,
then businesses may find it more expensive and difficult to meet the demands of their customers.
Responses to climate change may also add to the costs of production for firms. If insurers expect that climate change
events might be more frequent then the premiums that they charge their customers will need to increase, since premiums
are based on the probability of making a claim. Governments may also implement policies that seek to reduce carbon
emissions (such as a carbon tax) which will also add to the costs of production. As temperatures rise, firms may also have
to spend more on air-conditioning..
Questions
1. Explain why there is a positive correlation between supply and price changes.
2. Explain how a ’disruption to supply‘ is likely to affect the supply curve for wheat.
3. Create a list of all of the possible negative impacts that a bushfire could have on the capacity of individual businesses
to supply.
4. Explain how government and business responses to climate change could result in increasing costs of production.
5. Discuss the view that climate change may have a positive impact on supply. (This question may require additional
research and creative thinking).

Activity 2e:  How the coronavirus affected supply

At the time of writing this edition of the textbook, the coronavirus was having a significantly
negative impact on the ability and willingness of businesses to supply. This case study will
investigate a number of the ways that supply was disrupted by what is considered to be a
once-in-a-lifetime event.
Over the last four decades, a large percentage of the manufactured goods that we purchase
have been made available via sophisticated global supply chains. Raw materials and
intermediate goods are shipped around the world (often multiple times) and then assembled
in another country. For example, Foxconn, an electronics contract manufacturer based in
China, produces for many electronics companies including Apple, Intel and Sony. The infections
associated with the coronavirus are believed to have begun in China, during December 2019.
The Chinese authorities responded by restricting the movement of people, imposing curfews and quarantines. This led to
the closure of many production sites so that contact between people could be minimised. These closures led to a significant
drop in industrial production and an associated fall in both the import of raw ingredients and intermediate products, as well
as a fall in exports sold to the rest of the world. Countries that would ordinarily source these final electronics goods from
China were unable to do so. The significance of the disruption was noticed by those who look forward to the September
launch of the new iPhone. Production delays meant that the supply of iPhone 12 models was delayed by over a month.
The reaction to the coronavirus by governments also played a part in the disruption to supply. For example, in the state of
Victoria, only essential businesses were allowed to remain open after the Government imposed Stage 4 lockdowns. This
meant that it was effectively impossible to offer a wide range of goods and services. The supply of haircuts and beauty
treatments was, for example, reduced to zero in metropolitan Melbourne, as was the supply of a host of other service
products, including live entertainment and dine-in meals. Social distancing laws, curfews and the fear of infection also
negatively impacted on the supply of labour to some businesses. These types of disruptions meant that the supply curves
for the firms shifted dramatically to the left.
The coronavirus did, however, have positive effects on the supply of some goods and services. There was a marked increase
in the demand for personal protective equipment such as face masks, hand-sanitiser, alcohol and entertainment services
(such as Netflix). This higher demand resulted in elevated prices (and higher profitability), which encouraged existing
producers to supply more to the market (i.e. there was an expansion of supply or a movement up along the supply curve).
In addition, the increased profitability of these products encouraged new producers to enter the market (as the barriers to
entry were low) which led to an increase in supply that is represented by the supply curve shifting to the right. For example,
a Melbourne gin distillery started to make gin-scented hand sanitiser – they were able to make use of their existing facilities
and contributed to the increasing supply of this product. Similarly, there were numerous examples of individuals and
businesses adapting to the market and adapting their resources to produce face masks.
Questions
1. State and explain the law of supply.
2. Undertake further research about the delayed launch of the iPhone 12.  Summarise how supply of the iPhone
might have been disrupted.
3. Explain how the coronavirus might have affected costs of production in Australia (you may refer to specific examples
as part of your answer).
4. Explain two ways that government responses to the coronavirus led to supply disruptions.
5. Discuss the view that coronavirus had a positive impact on the supply of some products. Research at least one
industry where supply grew during this period and in your answer distinguish the movement along the supply
curve from a shift of the supply curve.
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2.7 Market equilibrium
The demand and supply curves have so far been considered in isolation. They have illustrated, respectively, the quantities
that the consumers and firms are willing to buy and sell at each price. In order to determine the price and quantity sold
in any market, the interaction of supply and demand is needed. In reality, each market will arrive at a single price at a
point in time.
Remember that the consumer will want to obtain the good or service at the lowest price possible while the supplier
will want to sell for the highest price to maximise their profits. The compromise that is reached in the market is referred
to as the equilibrium price – the price where the quantity demanded is equal to the quantity supplied. The market
therefore clears at the equilibrium price because every product that is made available for sale) is sold and there is no
excess demand or supply.
In Table 2.5, the demand for and supply of green smoothies is reproduced. The table shows the demand and supply
schedules after the respective increases in demand (as a result of income tax cuts) and supply (as a result of lower costs
of production) as outlined in Tables 2.2 and 2.4 above. The table also shows the points of disequilibrium, where the price
is either above or below the market clearing level, resulting in either a surplus or a shortage of green smoothies in the
market.
.
Table 2.5 Demand and supply schedule for green smoothies
Price ($AUD) per
500 ml

Quantity demanded
per day

Quantity supplied
per day

Surplus (+) or
shortage (-)

Quantity traded

1.00

150

60

-90

60

2.00

130

70

-60

70

3.00

110

80

-30

80

4.00

90

90

0

90

5.00

70

100

+30

70

6.00

50

110

+60

50

7.00

30

120

+90

30

You will note that there is only one price and quantity at which the quantity supplied is equal to the quantity demanded.
That price is $4.00 per smoothie – which is referred to as the equilibrium price. The quantity supplied and demanded
at that price is 90 smoothies per day - which is the equilibrium quantity. Therefore, at that point, the market is ‘in
equilibrium’. At all other prices, there is either a shortage – where quantity demanded exceeds quantity supplied – or
a surplus – where quantity supplied exceeds quantity demanded. The market in equilibrium is depicted in Figure 2.5
below:
Figure 2.5:
Market in equilibrium
Price ($)
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When the market is in equilibrium, it is also referred to as being in a state of rest. In the case of smoothies, a price of $4
will ensure that there will be neither a surplus nor a shortage at the end of every trading day. There is no pressure for the
price to change from $4 unless there is a change (or shift) in demand and/or supply such that one or both of the curves
move to a new position. If this were to occur, the market would be in a temporary state of disequilibrium, with the price
either being too high or too low, and surpluses or shortages would develop. Consumers and suppliers would alter their
behaviour in response to the disequilibrium, which would return the market back to equilibrium.

Movement from disequilibrium to equilibrium
The market will always have a natural tendency to move towards equilibrium. When price is above equilibrium, normal
market pressures will drive the price back down to the equilibrium price. Conversely, when price is below equilibrium
normal market pressures will drive the price back up to the equilibrium price. Given that producers do not know precisely
where the equilibrium price resides over any given period of time, it can become a process of trial and error, with
producers changing prices until ‘the right’ price is achieved. This is often seen in fruit and vegetable markets around cities
and towns, particularly towards the end of the day when impending shortages or surpluses become evident.

Price below equilibrium
When the market price is set below the equilibrium price, such as at $2.00 in our market for green smoothies, there will
be a shortage of 60 smoothies per day. You will notice in Table 2.5 and Figure 2.5 above that at this low price, only 70
smoothies are supplied, but 130 smoothies are demanded, which means that only 70 smoothies will be traded at a price
of $2.00. The price may be set at this level because the suppliers have entered a new market and are trying to ascertain
buyer response. They may not yet know whether the price is appropriate to clear the market. It will soon become evident
to the supplier that the price they are charging is too low because they will run out of stock relatively quickly (resulting
in a shortage and, hence, a missed opportunity). The supplier is then likely to take advantage of this by raising the price
in order to maximise profits. In some markets, the buyers may actually try to outbid each other to obtain the scarce
products. As the price of the smoothies rises, some buyers will decide to leave the market because they are no longer
willing or able to purchase the smoothies. The higher price will also act as an incentive for the suppliers to make more
smoothies available to the market. Some entrepreneurs may notice that there is money to be made in green smoothies
and may enter the market for the first time. This will be represented by movements along the demand (contraction)
and supply (expansion) curves, as the price rises. The price will therefore continue to increase until the shortage is
eliminated, and the quantity demanded is equal to quantity supplied at $4.00 per smoothie. This is clearly demonstrated
in Figure 2.6 below.

Price above equilibrium
If the price is initially set above the equilibrium price, the market will also move naturally towards its equilibrium. If, for
example, the price was set at $6.00 then the suppliers would notice that they are not generating enough sales. Table 2.5
and Figure 2.5 show that, at this high price, 110 smoothies are supplied, but only 50 smoothies are demanded, which
means that 50 smoothies will be traded at a price of $6.00. The suppliers may have overestimated the amount that
people will pay for green smoothies and have set the price too high. This would create a surplus of 60 smoothies (quite
a waste of resources), which should encourage suppliers to lower their selling price and entice new customers into the
market. (This is often the motivation for stores who conduct regular sales to offload stock where prices were initially
set too high.) When the price is lowered, however, it gives a clear signal to potential suppliers in the market that this
product may not be as profitable as it first appeared. As a result, supply is likely to contract as the price falls and some
manufacturers or retailers will decide to allocate their scarce resources to relatively more profitable areas. The price will
continue to decrease (encouraging demand to expand and supply to contract) until there is no reason for suppliers to
alter it, which means that the market has reached a state of equilibrium. This analysis is highlighted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6:
Market in disequilibrium
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2.8 The effects of changes in supply and demand on equilibrium
       prices and quantities traded
When the market is in equilibrium, there is no pressure for the price to change, unless there is a change (or shift) in
the factors that affect demand and/or supply, such that one or both of the curves move to a new position. Should this
happen, the market will be in a temporary state of disequilibrium, with the price either being too high or too low, and
where surpluses or shortages will develop. Over a period of time, the market price will adjust to eliminate surpluses or
shortages and equilibrium will eventually be restored. For example, an increase in the price of a substitute will generally
result in an increase in demand for the cheaper product at all price points. This would be represented by a shift of the
demand curve to the right for these products, which may result in a new set of equilibrium prices and quantities traded.

Changes in demand while supply remains constant
Suppose demand increases for green smoothies because the government undertakes an extensive education
campaign to encourage citizens to eat more green vegetables. Governments may be motivated to do this due to the
rising healthcare costs across the country. For some people, they may see the benefits of eating vegetables but can’t
be bothered, so they turn to the next best thing – green smoothies. This results in an increase in the demand for
green smoothies at all price points, which is represented by a shift of the demand curve to the right. This is shown
in the first diagram in Figure 2.7 below. The initial increase in demand causes a shortage at the original price (the
suppliers may not have expected such a response from their customers). The popularity of the green smoothies
may therefore encourage the suppliers to increase the price and/or the customers to compete against each other
to obtain the scarce smoothies (they bid up the price). Therefore, as the price rises, the higher price alters the
incentives for both the consumers and the producers. Some of the original increase in demand may contract as
the price increases (some people may not be able to afford the smoothies), but the higher prices will act as an
incentive to supply more, so supply expands. The end result is a higher equilibrium price and quantity traded for
green smoothies.
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Figure 2.7:
Disequilibrium caused by a shift of the demand curve
[Shift of the demand curve curve to the right]

[Shift of the demand curve curve to the left]
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Similarly, the demand for green smoothies may decrease. This may be caused by an increase in variable interest rates
(indebted households would have less discretionary income to spend on smoothies), causing the demand curve to
shift to the left. This is shown in the second diagram in Figure 2.7. When the demand curve shifts to the left, fewer
smoothies will be demanded at each price level. This will initially create a surplus at the existing price and sellers
may conduct a sale and lower their prices. In doing so the surplus is more likely to be eliminated. Some consumers
will be enticed by the lower prices due to the income and/or substitution effect. Some suppliers will realise that the
profitability of this market has fallen so will contract their supply (and some may leave the market altogether). They
may decide to pursue other, more profitable, areas of production. The new equilibrium price is therefore lower and
the quantity traded also falls.

Changes in supply while demand remains constant
Supply may increase due to technological advancements, for example, that makes it cheaper to produce each smoothie.
This will result in an increase in the quantity supplied at each price level and is represented by a shift of the supply curve
to the right. This is shown in the first diagram in Figure 2.8 below. The shift to the right will generally result in a surplus
of stock available at the initial price. A surplus of stock creates the need for the seller to lower the price. By lowering the
price new customers are drawn to the market (demand expands) and the supply contracts because firms realise that it is
no longer possible to sell the smoothies at the previously high price. The increase in supply results in a lower equilibrium
price and an increase in the quantity traded.
Figure 2.8:
Disequilibrium caused by a shift of the supply curve
[Shift of the supply curve curve to the right]

[Shift of the supply curve curve to the left]
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Conversely, a decrease in supply will result in a decrease in the quantity traded and a higher equilibrium price. This
is shown in Figure 2.8. An increase in the cost of oil, for example, will have an impact on most goods and services
consumed. The oil is used as an input in the production of conventionally-produced green vegetables (as a component
in fertiliser), as well as in the transportation of the final product to the retail outlet. Therefore, less will be supplied at
each price and the supply curve will shift to the left. The shortage that is created at the initial price will affect how the
producers and consumers behave in the market. It is likely that those who really want the scarce smoothies will bid up
the price and some consumers will therefore leave the market as they are no longer willing and/or able to purchase the
product. The shortage will also be eliminated by an expansion of supply as some suppliers see the added profitability
from supplying more. These dynamics are summarised in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 Impact of changes in demand and supply
Change in demand

Change in supply

Impact on market

Increase

Unchanged

P increase, Q increase

Decrease

Unchanged

P decrease, Q decrease

Unchanged

Increase

P decrease, Q increase

Unchanged

Decrease

P increase, Q decrease

There are also four more complicated scenarios. Sometimes the factors of demand and supply can both change
concurrently. This can happen when a factor of demand is also a factor of supply. For example, a decrease in interest rates
will affect both the demand and supply curves for green smoothies. The lower interest rates will mean that indebted
households will have more discretionary income to spend on a range of goods and services (such as green smoothies).
This would shift the demand curve to the right. At the same time, the lower interest rates will tend to reduce the cost of
production for firms who operate with some level of debt. [Even if firms have no debt, it reduces the opportunity cost
of allocating the funds to the green smoothie business]. Their supply curve will therefore shift to the right. When the
demand curve and the supply curve both shift to the right this will lead unambiguously to an increase in the quantity
traded (because both demand and supply are increasing). However, the changes in demand and supply have conflicting
effects on the price offered in the market. It may, at first glance, seem impossible to determine what impact this will
have on the price of green smoothies. Further knowledge of the degree to which consumers and suppliers respond
to changing interest rates is needed to make a meaningful prediction. The price change will therefore depend upon
whether changes in interest rates will have a bigger effect on consumers or producers. At this stage, we would therefore
suggest that the change in price is unknown.

Box 2.3 Shifts of demand and supply
Assume that there is a change in tastes and preferences that causes smoothies to go out of favour. At the same time, the cost of
hiring labour increases. If the change in a demand and a supply factors are illustrated on a suitably labelled supply and demand
diagram, both curves will shift to the left but there are three possible market outcomes:
•
•
•

Scenario 1 – the demand curve shifts further to the left than the supply curve. In this case, the price will decrease, and the
quantity traded will fall.
Scenario 2 – the demand curve shifts to left by a smaller distance than the supply curve. In this case, the price will increase,
and the quantity traded will fall.
Scenario 3 – the demand and supply curve shift by a similar distance such that the equilibrium price remains unchanged
and the quantity traded falls.

These three scenarios are depicted in the diagrams below.
Scenario 1
Price

Scenario 2
S2

Scenario 3
S2
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Price

S2

S
S1

S1

S1

P2
P1
P2

P1

D2
Q2

P1

D1

Q1

Shift of demand > shift of supply

D2
Quantity

Q2

Q1

D1

D2
Quantity

Shift of demand < shift of supply

Q2

Q1

D1
Quantity

Shift of demand = shift of supply

Notice how the change in price depends upon the relative changes in demand and supply. This reflects the fact that the fall in
demand places downward pressure on prices but the increase in costs of production (which reduces supply) place upward pressure
on prices. Without further analysis it is hard to determine the final impact on prices. We have a high degree of confidence that
given both curves are shifting left, the quantity traded will fall. Therefore, it can be concluded that the change in the quantity is
negative but the change in the price cannot be definitively determined without further analysis of the relative changes in demand
and supply. If faced with a scenario like the one described above, it would therefore be appropriate to state that the change in
price is ’unknown’.
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The four more complicated scenarios are summarised in Table 2.7. This table highlights that when both curves shift,
there will be one of the two parameters (price or quantity) which is difficult to determine (expressed as ‘unknown’) and
further knowledge of the individual market will be required to reach a more definite conclusion. In reality, the predicted
result may not eventuate as a number of other factors may influence how the market reacts (remember these other
factors are held constant for the purposes of our analysis but in reality, they are always changing).
Table 2.7 Impact of changes in demand and supply [more complicated scenarios]
Change in demand

Change in supply

Impact on market

Increases

Decreases

P increase, Q ?

Decrease

Decreases

P ?, Q decrease

Increase

Increase

P ?, Q increase

Decrease

Increases

P decrease, Q ?

Review questions 2.4

1. Define what is meant by the term ‘equilibrium’. Explain why the equilibrium price is seen as a compromise
between the forces of demand and supply.
2. Explain how the market for smoothies would be affected by an increase in consumer confidence and
describe how the market would move from disequilibrium to a new equilibrium.
3. Explain how the market for smoothies would be affected by favourable weather conditions and describe
how the market would move from disequilibrium to a new equilibrium.
4. Explain how the market for smoothies would be affected by higher interest rates and describe how the
market would move from disequilibrium to a new equilibrium.
5. Explain how the market for smoothies would be affected by an increase in the wages paid to the workers
in the smoothie bar and describe how the market would move from disequilibrium to a new equilibrium.

Activity 2f:  Making
2f:  Making predictions using demand and supply diagrams

For each of the following examples, use a fully labelled demand and supply diagram to illustrate the impact on the equilibrium
price and quantity. You should also provide a written explanation of your response, which makes reference to the relevant demand
and/or supply factor and how the market returns to equilibrium from disequilibrium.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The impact of a bushfire on the market for wood products.
The impact of an increase in the price of vet bills on the market for dogs.
The impact of an increase in the price of Netflix on the market for Apple TV+.
The impact of an ageing population of the market for financial advisors.
The impact of a decrease in the price of oil on the market for plastic stationery.
The impact of the coronavirus on the market for second-hand cars.
The impact of a depreciation of the Australian dollar on the market for tennis racquets (all of
which are imported into Australia).
The impact of personal income tax cuts on the market for tutoring services.

Activity 2g: A visit to the market to purchase Pink Lady apples

At the Queen Victoria Market (QVM) there are a large number of fruit and vegetable sellers, each selling Pink Lady apples.
Consumers are able to easily compare prices between the sellers and the price paid to rent a stall is relatively low. Assume that an
economist has conducted some detailed market analysis of apple sales and that she has determined that the demand and supply
for Pink Lady apples. Her data is reflected in the following table:

Price per kilo ($)

Quantity demanded (kg)

Quantity supplied (kg)

$0.50

100,000

55,000

$1.00

90,000

60,000

$1.50

80,000

65,000

$2.00

70,000

70,000

$2.50

60,000

75,000

$3.00

50,000

80,000

$3.50

40,000

85,000

a. Using the above information, construct a suitably labelled demand and supply diagram.
b. Use your diagram or the above schedule to determine the equilibrium price and quantity determined in the market.
Imagine that the QVM was featured on a high rating cooking show. This provided the people of Melbourne with valuable
information about how the prices at QVM are very low and the atmosphere is ‘amazing’. This led to a change in the market
outcomes in the following week as shown below:
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Price per kilo ($)

Quantity demanded (kg)

Quantity supplied (kg)

$0.50

120,000

55,000

$1.00

110,000

60,000

$1.50

100,000

65,000

$2.00

90,000

70,000

$2.50

80,000

75,000

$3.00

70,000

80,000

$3.50

60,000

85,000

c. Update your demand and supply diagram to show how the equilibrium price and quantity has changed.
d. With reference to a relevant demand or supply factor, explain how the free promotion on the television program led to a
change in the market outcome for Pink Lady apples. Make sure you describe how the market moved from disequilibrium
to equilibrium.
Due to the increased popularity of the QVM, there is more competition for stall space. In response to this, the management of
QVM increases the rent charged to stall holders. This results in a decrease in the ability to supply at each price level by 10,000
kg per week.
e. Use your demand and supply diagram and/or the schedule to determine the new equilibrium price and quantity traded
(assume that the other conditions in part c are maintained).
f. Predict what might happen to the equilibrium price and quantity traded for Pink Lady apples at QVM based on the following
changes in demand and/or supply conditions.
I.
A lack of frosts across growing regions due to climate change
II.
A protest organised for the busiest shopping day of the year
III.
A shortage of pears
IV.
An increase in the Goods and Services Tax rate from 10% to 20%
V.
The closing of the Footscray fruit and vegetable market
VI. A strike by public transport workers
Extension:  Organic apples are grown without the use of synthetic fertilisers, herbicides or pesticides. There are only three sellers
of organic apples at the QVM. Most apples sold at the QVM are referred to as ’conventional‘ which means that artificial chemicals
are used in the production process.
g. With reference to relevant factors of demand and supply, explain why the price of organic apples is sometimes ’twice the
price paid for conventional apples.’
h. Explain why apples sold at the QVM are generally cheaper than the price paid in the major supermarkets.
i. Explain why the price of apples falls at the QVM at the end of each day of trading.

Activity 2h:  The
2h:  The market for dogs during Covid-19

During the year 2020, there was a significant increase in the price of pet dogs across Australia
(and other countries around the world). Pure breed dogs such as Schnauzers, French Bulldogs
and Pugs became increasingly fashionable. Dogs, which sold for $2,500 two years ago, are now
priced above $5,000 (and in some cases $15,000). The rising prices are linked to both demand
and supply factors, some of which will be explored in this case study.
Breeders from across Victoria reported that during the lockdown period, the demand for puppies had ‘gone through the roof’.
The Australian Association of Pet Dog Breeders said that there had been a huge jump in demand for small, apartment-friendly
dogs and dogs that are low allergy. The change in living circumstances has meant that many people feel more committed to the
prospect of pet ownership, with those living alone and isolated looking for a new companion. This influences the demand factor,
tastes and preferences, resulting in a shift of the demand curve for puppies to the right. Low interest rates might also influence the
demand for puppies, as the costs associated with borrowing were significantly reduced in 2020. With most home loans in Australia
being offered with variable rates, the amount required to service existing loans fell, leaving more (discretionary) income available
for the purchase of other items, such as a new dog. In addition, the major financial support provided by governments over the
course of 2020 (e.g. a doubling of unemployment benefits) also resulted in a rise in household incomes, which further increased
the ability of Australians to make discretionary purchases.
The growth in dog prices is also linked to the decrease in supply. In November 2017, the Victorian Government amendments to the
Domestic Animals Act led to the banning of puppy sales in pet shops, closing off a major link in the supply chain. The legislation
also placed a limit on the number of female dogs that a breeder could keep. This reduced the viability of so-called puppy factories,
resulting in many of them moving interstate. Those wanting to purchase a dog may have, in the past, ordered the dog from
interstate, but with border closures these types of transactions were more difficult to coordinate.
The increase in demand for pet dogs has also had positive flow on benefits to those offering complementary goods and services.
Dog grooming businesses are thriving, and pet shops are experiencing increased sales of food, toys and other items such as
bedding. There is some concern expressed by groups such as the RSPCA that the demand for dogs is temporary. Once the
pandemic conditions end, and people return to work, they are worried that a significant number of dogs will be dumped. They
are also concerned that the lack of socialisation could lead to dogs developing psychological issues that require further treatment
down the line.
Questions
1. Identify and analyse two factors that contributed to a shift of the demand curve for pet dogs to the right.
2. Identify and analyse two factors that contributed to a shift of the supply curve for pet dogs to the left.
3. Construct a suitably labelled demand and supply curve to illustrate and explain how the prices of dogs have increased.
4. Explain how the increase in the demand for dogs may have affected other markets.  In your answer, refer to complements
and substitutes.
5. Explain why the rise in the price of dogs may be temporary. Use a demand and supply diagram to illustrate what might
happen once the coronavirus pandemic has passed.
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2.9 The effect of relative prices on resource allocation
Resource allocation is the study of how the factors of production such as land, labour and capital are directed towards
the production of goods and services to meet the needs of households, businesses, governments and other economic
agents. We can consider resource allocation by returning to the three basic economic questions considered in the
Chapter 1.
Economists are interested in ‘What’ goods are produced. Therefore, they want to know where the resources are being
directed in terms of production. For example, we may want to ask the following sorts of questions:
•
•
•

Why is Australia using its labour resources to produce mineral
exports rather than to manufacture shoes?
Why have scarce resources been moved from mining to more
service-based industries in recent years?
What will happen to the allocation of resources as the earth’s
climate systems become increasingly disrupted?

Study tip
Most markets in Australia are interconnected. It is
possible to make links between seemingly unrelated
markets if one is prepared to investigate far enough.
For example, any change in one market will affect
labour and other factor markets for substitutes and
complements as well as financial markets.

Economists may also be interested in ‘How’ resources are being used
in the production process. In a free market, it is assumed that selfinterested firms (who are motivated by profit) will try to minimise their costs of production and offer the best product
they can in their chosen market. This may mean that they seek the most efficient way to convert their land, labour and
capital into the end product. We might consider the following:
•
•
•

How will you allocate your scarce resources in response to perceived changes in labour market conditions in the
future?
How will the invention of more sophisticated artificial intelligence affect the mix of labour and capital in the
production process?
How can community pressure influence the methods of production employed by firms in a country?

Finally, economists will look at how the products that are made are ultimately distributed in the economy - in other
words, ‘Who’ gets to enjoy the goods and services that are produced. In a purely market capitalist economy, markets will
typically allocate resources to those who are willing and able to pay. Given that no economy in the world is completely
market capitalist, it is not surprising that the predictions that may be made by our model may not eventuate. However, in
a country like Australia, the market mechanism is a very useful model that can provide consumers, businesses and other
economic observers with the capacity to predict changes in prices and quantities (as well as explain retrospectively why
these parameters may have changed). With respect to this question we may consider:
•
•
•

What influences the wages paid to different professions?
How does the scarcity of labour affect the allocation of the world’s scarce resources?
How do the buying decisions of the very wealthy affect the ability of low-income earners to access necessities?

Markets are able to reveal information about individual and collective preferences because consumers willingly exchange
their income for those goods and services that they believe will maximise their wellbeing. These buying decisions are
very instrumental when it comes to the way a nation allocates its scarce resources. The ability to make free choices
provides a signal to producers regarding what consumers value, their priorities and preferences. Ultimately, the value
of any good or service is determined by the buyer’s willingness to pay (demand) relative to its availability (supply). The
price is therefore used to ration scarce goods and services to the point where the market will allocate resources to the
highest ’end use’. A large number of economists would argue that using the market to allocate resources leads to a more
efficient outcome (that is, society’s wellbeing is more likely to be maximised) than an alternative economic system. The
link between market outcomes and efficiency will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Across the economy there will be a set of prices for every good or service that is offered for sale. Economists are not only
interested in the price of individual goods and services but also relative prices. The relative price is seen as the price of
any one good or service measured in terms of the price of another good or service. This usually involves dividing the
price of one good by the price of another. It is therefore a measure of opportunity cost (which was discussed in Chapter
1), as the relative price of one good can be expressed in terms of what is given up to obtain the other. For example, if the
price of Vitamin Water is $2.50 per bottle and the price for a green smoothie is $5 (the new equilibrium as determined
in our earlier example), then the relative price is $5/$2.50 or 2:1. For every green smoothie that is purchased, the
consumer foregoes the opportunity to purchase and enjoy two bottles of Vitamin Water. Alternatively, for every bottle
of Vitamin Water that is purchased, the opportunity cost is 0.5 green smoothies.
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Markets are usually dynamic places and, as we have seen earlier, the factors of demand and supply frequently change,
so the relative price could change at any time. For example, if the costs of producing Vitamin Water fall, leading to a
fall in the price to $2, the relative price becomes $5/$2; a new ratio of 2.5:1. Therefore, to obtain one green smoothy,
the consumer must now give up 2.5 bottles of Vitamin Water. Even though the price of the smoothies has remained
unchanged at $5, it has become relatively more expensive in terms of the price of what else could be bought (a
substitute). The demand curve would therefore be expected to shift to the left, contributing to a decline in sales. The
resources used to make smoothies will therefore be shifted elsewhere.
With respect to the question of what to produce, an conomy that relies on the
market mechanism will generally allocate resources to those goods that are in
high demand. When the relative price of a good or service increases due to an
increase in demand (and/or a decrease in supply), this sends a clear signal to
economic agents. A supplier may see the price movements and decide that it
is now more profitable to use their resources to produce that good or service.
Consumers are therefore said to be the main driver of resource allocation in the
market-based economy. For example, if there was an increase in the price of oil
(which peaked in 2007) then people may look for cheaper forms of transport
such as scooters (because they use less fuel). This will result in an increase in the
demand for scooters (the demand curve shifts right) and this would create a shortage of scooters at the existing price.
The shortage will encourage some potential buyers to bid up the price and existing suppliers will take the opportunity
to raise the price. The price of scooters has now risen relative to other forms of transport (such as cars), which indicates
that this is an area of production providing greater profit opportunities. Producers will therefore decide to allocate
more land, labour and capital to the production of scooters. At the same time, the higher oil prices encourage suppliers
to seek out new energy sources, which leads to increased exploration and the development of new methods of oil
extraction. For example, the high oil prices provided energy companies with the incentive to aggressively develop the
process of fracking, resulting in further changes to the way resources were allocated in the world economy. See Box 2.4
for further examples of changes to relative prices and the impact on resource allocation.
The price mechanism describes how the forces of demand and supply determine relative prices of
goods and services, which then ultimately determine the way our productive resources (e.g. labour
and capital) are allocated in the economy.
The price mechanism will also influence the second fundamental economic question of how to produce the good or
service. Generally speaking, a business will seek to maximise its profits by minimising its costs and selling the good or
service at the highest price possible. The competitive market will ensure that resources are used as efficiently as possible
so that producers can offer their product at the most attractive price to the consumer. Therefore, when the price of
one resource increases relative to the price of another, this may influence firms to change the way they produce their
goods and services (and in the process alter the allocation of resources). For example, if unions are successful in raising
wages of unskilled labour, this increases the price of labour, relative to capital, and may cause some substitution out of
using labour and into using capital in the production process. The relatively high price of labour (when compared to
capital) offered to unskilled labour in Australia, may have encouraged the supermarket industry to implement self-serve
checkouts, which decreases the need to hire as many workers. Higher labour prices in Australia have also encouraged
many firms to shift their manufacturing (and sometimes service) activities to countries with cheaper labour. For example,
most clothes and technology products are not made in Australia because the relative price of labour is too high and
resources are allocated to alternative products where the value-added might be higher.
Similarly, the price mechanism will effectively allocate resources within factor markets themselves, with changes in
the relative prices for factor inputs sending clear signals to the owners of these resources about how best to use their
resources in production. For example, in labour markets, the shortage of engineers over recent years has resulted in
a higher price for engineers (i.e. the salary or remuneration), relative to the price for other professions, which has sent
a signal to people, such as university entrants, that a career as an engineer is relatively more lucrative. This is likely to
lead to a greater allocation of labour resources to this particular section of the labour market. In other words, there
will be greater supply of engineers to this market as the price (or wage) of engineers has increased relative to the price
offered in other professions. Again, the price mechanism has facilitated this movement of (labour) resources from one
activity to another.
The answer to the third fundamental question of for whom to produce is determined by the potential consumers’
willingness and ability to pay. Resources will usually be allocated to the production of goods and services that are
demanded by the consumers, but some consumers will be able to access more goods and services than others. More
land, labour and capital resources may therefore be devoted towards satisfying the material needs of the high-income
earners in our society because they can afford to purchase more goods and services. Therefore, the relative wages of
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different professions will ultimately influence who gets to consume the resources available in a country (or the world
at large). In a free market, this could mean that a large section of the population live without access to basic needs and
could live below the poverty line. For example, there is an increasing number of Australians who do not have access
to affordable housing. The inability to earn enough income in the market system significantly reduces their capacity to
obtain a loan or successfully apply for a rental property. The activities of investors in the market (which have contributed
to significant increases in prices) have also made it more difficult for people from younger generations to purchase a
property.
Generally speaking, those goods and services that are profitable to produce in a competitive market will be produced
and those that involve making a loss will not. However, governments will intervene to promote what is perceived to
be a more efficient allocation of resources if there is evidence that the market has failed. Some of these instances are
investigated in Chapter 3. The government will also reallocate resources when equity in the distribution of income is not
achieved. This is based on society’s preferences to support those who may not have the ability to achieve a dignified
standard of living.

Box 2.4 Examples of relative prices and resource allocation in the energy sector
The introduction of the carbon tax from July 2012 (albeit for only two years) also influenced the structure of relative prices.
The carbon tax was imposed on the country’s largest carbon emitters and it resulted in an increase in the price of carbon
intensive products, such as electricity produced at coal-fired power stations. The supply curve for coal-fired electricity
shifted to the left, and the price of coal-fired electricity increased relative to the price of installing solar panels. This then
raised the demand for solar panels (shifting the demand curve to the right) and resulted in a higher equilibrium price for
solar panels. As a result, producers noticed the higher ‘relative price’ of solar panels (compared to other goods that they
might wish to produce), and allocated more resources to the production of solar panels. The higher price of electricity
generated from coal led to a contraction along the demand curve for coal generated electricity and less coal resources were
ultimately utilised within Australia to make electricity.
Interestingly, a carbon tax (or carbon pricing more generally) both increases and decreases the relative price of solar panels,
providing important signals to economic agents and helping to explain why and how resources are allocated in response to
price signals. First, the relative price of solar panels will fall when compared to coal-fired electricity, encouraging demand
to move away from the carbon intensive form energy production of burning coal, and toward less carbon intensive forms of
energy production. Resources will therefore shift out of the production of coal-fired electricity. Second, the relative price of
solar panels will rise when compared to other products (because the increase in demand will cause shortages at the original
price), resulting in more resources flowing to the production of solar panels. After a period of time, the price of solar panels
will again fall, because the larger market encourages both new suppliers to enter and the development of better technology
to make the panels. This change in resource allocation is summarised in the diagrams below.
Market for coal fired electricity
Price

Decreased supply because
of higher production costs

Market for solar panels

S2
Price
S1

S

P2

P2

P1

P1

Increased demand because
of a lower relative price

D2
D

Q2

Q1

D1
Q1

Quantity

Q2

Quantity
More resources allocated to the
production of solar panels as producers
are motivated by the higher price
(relative to other products but
not coal fired electricity)

Fewer resources allocated
to the production of
dirty energy

In 2018, the Victorian Government introduced a new subsidy scheme for middle and low-income households, offering to
pay for up to half of the purchase price of solar panels or storage batteries. This changes the allocation of resources, as
the subsidy (subsidies are considered in detail in Chapter 3) reduces the amount that consumers will need to spend on
purchasing solar panels and causes the demand for solar panels to increase at the expense of coal fired electricity (i.e.
consumers substitute away from coal fired electricity and into solar panels). The higher demand for solar panels causes the
relative price of solar panels to rise and encourages producers to allocate more resources to their production. The lower
demand for coal fired electricity would eventually see fewer resources allocated to its production over time. This change in
resource allocation is summarised in the diagrams below.
Market for solar panels

Market for coal fired electricity
Price

Price

S1

S
P2

Increased demand because
of a government subsidy

Decreased demand because
consumers have substituted into
solar panels

P1

P1

P2
D2
D1

D1
Q1

Q2

D2
Q2

Quantity
More resources allocated to the
production of solar panels as the
relative price increases

Q1

Quantity

Fewer resources allocated
to the production of dirty energy
as the relative price decreases

[Note: that normal sloping demand curves have been drawn for ease of illustration but in reality the curves are likely to be steeper (see
‘price elasticity of demand’ later in the chapter). In addition, to simplify the analysis, the original starting price for solar panels and coal
fired electricity is assumed to be the same at P1. In reality, the relative price of solar energy is currently higher.]
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2.10 The effect of relative prices on living standards
What do economists mean when they discuss living standards?
Throughout this book, there will be regular reference to the concept of living standards. This is an important consideration
for economists when decisions are made and is seen by many to be the ultimate aim of all economic (and other) decision
making. Governments will alter their policies to achieve what they hope will be an increase in living standards. It is
therefore worth considering briefly what is meant by this term and how it might be measured. This will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 4.
Generally speaking, a study of material living standards looks at the ability of households to access (in most cases this
means purchase) goods and services. A simple way to measure this, is to examine real GDP (an estimate of the country’s
total income) per person (capita). This gives us a general view of the purchasing power of the average individual in
a country. We can also use real GDP per capita as the basis of comparison between countries (after adjustment for
exchange rates and purchasing power are made), although statistics between countries may be difficult to compare due
to limitations with how the data is collected and measured.
Measuring living standards by referring only to purchasing power is
somewhat limited, however, as it does not recognise and explore all
of the factors that add to a person’s quality of life. There is a growing
body of economists and reviewers of economic thought who have
questioned the modern focus on material consumption (especially
when compared to how traditional societies once functioned).
The dominant belief has been that increased access to material
possessions and experiences should make us happier, and we have
built our economies around this assumption. There are, however, a
range of factors that can affect a person’s quality of life which may
not be related to the size of their income. These are often gathered
together under the umbrella term ‘non-material living standards’.
Social scientists have concluded that the quality of human
relationships has a strong correlation with a person’s quality of life.
Strong social networks are generally associated with lower crime
rates, better child welfare and positive health outcomes. A society
that is democratic, supports equality across sexes and minority
groups seems to be happier. It has also been shown that people in
committed relationships have higher levels of happiness and life
expectancy. Some people may experience higher standards of living
when they spend more time alone while others thrive on time spent with others. The complex nature of non-material
living standards (which differ for each person) makes it very difficult to measure. Any assessment of a policy decision or
an analysis of the impact of market on non-material living standards will invariably be incomplete. Nonetheless, there
is a recognition that these non-material factors do indeed influence our quality of life and hence our ‘standard of living’
and thus are also considered when discussing living standards.
The market, relative prices and living standards
The market mechanism has been adopted as the primary method by which many countries around the world allocate
scarce resources. It is therefore seen as the most effective way to boost living standards, especially material living
standards. This could be linked to the idea of efficiency and the ability of an economy to maximise satisfaction of society’s
needs and wants.
Consider how the market promotes economically efficient outcomes (and therefore how this might boost living
standards). In a competitive market, relative prices act as signals to producers and consumers and therefore affect the
types of goods and services that are produced. The suppliers will be constantly monitoring prices (their own and those
of their competitors) as well as the prices of complements and seemingly unrelated goods in the market. Changes in
relative prices give the supplier the incentive to alter the types of goods and services that are produced and may also
alter the way goods and services are produced.
For example, if there is an increase in demand for chocolate, this will shift the demand curve for chocolate to the right,
resulting in an increase in its relative price (assuming all other factors have remained constant). This change in relative
prices will give the incentive for current suppliers to expand their production because to do so will result in higher
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profits. The higher relative price also sends a signal to other potential suppliers that this is a lucrative market and that
they could benefit from entering the market (remember that in a competitive market there are low barriers to entry
which make this possible).
Notice how the changes in prices have resulted in a change in the allocation of resources and a change in the types
of goods and services that are produced. This allocation is deemed to be allocatively efficient because it results in
the production and consumption of goods and services that maximises consumer satisfaction. If the market had not
responded to the change in relative prices and production of chocolate continued at its current levels then some
consumers may have missed out on their chocolate needs being fulfilled and some resources may have been wasted
because they would have continued to be allocated to another area of production that was less beneficial to society.
The producer who does not pay attention to the needs and wants of the consumer will soon go out of business, so they
have an on-going incentive to monitor price changes. By responding to consumer needs, material living standards can
be maximised and it may also reduce some angst in the markets, knowing that markets will respond when the desires
of consumers change.
Markets also encourage on-going developments in the way
goods and services are produced so that technical efficiency
is achieved. A firm that is exposed to competition has a
discipline imposed upon them that provides the incentive to
seek the least-cost method of production. If we assume that
products offered in the competitive market are similar, then
the best way to attract customers is to offer your product at
a lower price than your competitors. This can be achieved
by raising the productivity of the workforce or utilising
technology that increases the volume of product that can
be produced per hour. When productivity is increased,
the cost per unit has a tendency to fall. This will improve
supply conditions, causing prices to fall (as per the supply
analysis undertaken earlier in this chapter). As prices fall, the
consumers’ purchasing power increases meaning that they
can access more goods and services with a given amount of
disposable income.
A counter argument to each of those presented above, however, is that the market allocates scarce resources
inequitably. The access to goods and services that a household might enjoy may be affected by their ability to earn an
income. Those whose skills are in short supply relative to the labour demand in the market may command wages that
are multiple times those achieved by those who work in occupations that require lower skills. Therefore, the market
system will tend to result in relatively low living standards for some members of society while others achieve material
living standards that may have been unimaginable to their parents or grandparents. Reliance on a purely market system
would also mean that some members of society would have zero income because they are unable to participate in the
production process. Furthermore, as you will discover in Chapter 4, there will be periods when there is a decrease in
demand for a wide range of goods and services and this is driven by changes that can affect the whole economy. Reliance
on the free market alone could therefore result in significant declines in material living standards during periods such as
recession (two consecutive quarters when the volume of production in a country declines).
Inequity of income distribution may also be associated with deteriorating non-material living standards. Societies that
are associated with a high degree of inequality may be more likely to experience social unrest, increased crime rates and
’status anxiety‘, resulting in a wide range of mental health problems.
Reliance on the market and the existence of competition may also mean firms have to constantly monitor price signals.
This may mean that owners of capital and workers may be unable to relax, because they are always worried about losing
market share (or their job). The emphasis in the economy on boosting productivity could also be associated with more
stressed workers. Their employers may expect more and more from them and this can also affect mental health and
negatively affect the quality of their relationships. Each of these factors may reduce non-material living standards.
In Chapter 3, you will also discover that excessive reliance on markets to allocate resources can result in the underprovision of some goods or services that could improve society’s collective wellbeing. Some products that cause harm to
the individual and society may be over-produced, resulting in a decline in society’s wellbeing. These are instances where
markets fail. A balanced argument about the role of markets in efficiently allocating resources and maximizing wellbeing
should therefore make reference to the important role of price signals, but also acknowledge the instances where the
free market cannot achieve efficient outcomes.
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Activity 2i:  How
2i:  How artificial intelligence might affect the allocation of resources
Artificial intelligence is sometimes described as machine learning.
It indicates that in the future, machines (capital) will be able to
increasingly complete tasks that once required physical and mental
effort by humans. In particular, the machines may get better at tasks
over time. They can and will consider their operating environment and
make adjustments that maximise their preferred outcomes (such as
production).
Research and development in the area of AI has resulted in a number
of significant developments and many expect that driverless cars will
be seen on our roads in the next five years. This, in itself, is likely to see
a dramatic change in the way labour resources are allocated. When a
company hires a driver (to drive a bus or taxi for example), they need
to pay them a wage or salary and the worker will have a physical limit
to how long they can work. With the advent of driverless cars, such
companies will be able to maximise their profits by reducing their
demand for labour. Cathie Wood from UBS estimates that this could
reduce the average cost of a trip to the airport from $50 to $10. This could have significant impacts on the transport decisions
made by consumers. It is possible that these changes could result in fewer people using public transport or paying for parking
services at the airport.
The introduction of driverless cars may also have flow on effects to other areas of production. The US Department of Transport
predicts that driverless cars will reduce the number of fatal road accidents by up to 94%. They argue that accidents are caused
by human error and that the intelligent vehicles will not suffer from lapses in concentration and irrational behaviour. With
fewer accidents on the road, there will be decreased demand for panel beaters and fewer resources will need to be allocated to
replacement parts for those vehicles damaged in accidents. The reduction in accidents could also reduce the demand for hospital
services as fewer people require medical attention. This could mean that future societies won’t have to allocate as much of the
government’s budget to healthcare spending. The reduction in accidents could also reduce the price of car insurance - which is
based, inherently, on the probability of an accident occurring and the expenses associated with compensation.
The farming industry is also likely to experience dramatic changes due to the adoption of artificial intelligence in the production
process. New ’smart‘ harvest machines will reduce the need for labour resources and farmers will be able to monitor their crops
or livestock remotely.
Economic theory would also suggest that, with falling demand for a vast range of labour services, the equilibrium wage will fall.
Those who are able to maintain their employment will face increasing competition from those who have similar skills and from
artificial intelligence.
The predictions made by those researching the advances in AI point to a revolutionary change in the way goods and services
are produced and significant modifications to the way economies answer the three basic economic questions. Humans may still
demand natural products like food and water but households and businesses are also likely to want to purchase more labour
saving devices. The real changes are likely to occur with respect to the question of ’how to produce‘ as businesses, acting to
maximise their profits and maintain competitiveness, will look for machines that can help to lower their costs and introduce better,
less wasteful production techniques. Futurists seem to disagree about the ’for whom‘ question. If the demand for labour resources
shrinks and work, as we currently know it, is completed by machines, how will people earn an income so that they can purchase
all of the goods and services that are being made with the machines? One suggestion, which is the focus of much discussion
around the world, is a universal basic income (UBI) whereby all people might be paid a minimum amount per week or month so
that they can live above the poverty line, regardless of their employment status. Other experts suggest that complex tasks that
require emotional intelligence will be harder to replicate and will therefore give people with those skills a competitive advantage.
  Questions
1. Distinguish between labour and capital resources.
2. Explain how the introduction of artificial intelligence may reduce the cost of production for firms and affect how they
answer the key economic question of ’how to produce‘. Make reference to specific examples.
3. With reference to the use of vehicles in the production process, explain how artificial intelligence could result in a
significant change in the allocation of resources in the economy. Extend your analysis beyond the car industry.
4. Explain why a large number of workers might find it difficult to achieve a pay rise in the future. Ensure you use demand
and supply analysis in your answer.
5. Research another area of artificial intelligence and explain how changes in this area may affect the allocation of resources.
Again, use demand and supply analysis and reference to relative prices in your answer.

Review Questions 2.5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explain how the market might answer the fundamental economic question of ’what to produce’. Make reference
to the role of relative prices in your response.
In a competitive market, relative prices play a very important role in allocating scarce resources. With reference to
a particular example, explain how an increase in demand has resulted in a change in relative prices and how this
influenced the change in resource allocation.
Explain how the price mechanism will cause a reallocation of labour resources in the event that there is a shortage
of economists.
Explain why reliance on the price mechanism will often result in an unequal distribution of income and therefore
access to the goods and services that are produced.
With reference to a specific example, explain how an increase in supply of a particular product may result in a
change in the allocation of resources in that particular market.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Consider the example you provided in question 5. Explain how another (alternative) market may be affected by
the change in supply you described.
With reference to different markets to those discussed in questions 5 and 6, explain how a decrease in demand for
a particular product may affect the allocation of resources in that particular market.
Based on the example provided in question 7, explain how an alternative market may be affected by the change
in supply conditions.
Australia is currently experiencing a period of below average wages growth. Explain how this might be linked to the
relative price of capital, a high rate of unemployment and the price of labour in other nations.
With reference to a specific market(s), explain how an increase in demand may affect a factor market(s).
Explain why a competitive market is likely to promote allocative efficiency.
Explain why a competitive market is likely to promote technical efficiency.
With reference to your answers for questions 11 and 12, explain how price changes in a competitive market might
help to boost material living standards.
With reference to a specific example, explain why increased reliance on the market mechanism might lead to a
deterioration of non-material living standards. (You should be able to provide a more comprehensive response to
this question after reading Chapter 3.)

2.11 The meaning and significance of price elasticity of demand
The demand curve shows the relationship between various possible prices of a particular product and the quantities that
buyers are willing and able to purchase at each of these prices. The law of demand suggests that consumers will respond
to a lowering of price by purchasing more of the good or service in question.
Economists are also interested in the degree to which demand changes following a change in price. This can be studied
by looking at the concept of elasticity, which considers the responsiveness of a change in one variable to changes in a
factor that affects that variable (usually expressed as the relative percentage change in each of the variables).
Price elasticity of demand (PED) measures the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of a good or service to a
change in price of that good or service. It can be calculated using the following formula:

PED

=

percentage change in quantity demanded
percentage change in price

By making reference to percentage changes in the calculation of the PED, we can compare the degree of responsiveness
across different types of goods and services. It also allows for comparisons of the PED across different countries (and
regions within countries) for the same types of products. It would not make a lot of sense to measure the PED in units
because there would not be an explicit point of reference and it would be difficult to gauge as much meaning from the
data. When the PED is calculated, the value will generally be negative (because the relationship between price and
quantity demanded is inverse). For simplicity, this negative sign is usually ignored and instead the magnitude of the
change in quantity demanded is stated. Therefore the PED value
can take on a value between 0 and ∞ (infinity).

High PED (elastic)

Study tip

When the PED is calculated it will result in a negative
value. This negative is generally ignored when
examining data related to the PED.

A product will have a high PED if the absolute value is greater than
1. In this situation, the percentage change in quantity demanded
will be greater than the percentage change in price. A demand curve where the PED is high would be one that is relatively
flat. [See Figure 2.9.]

Low PED (inelastic)
The product will have a low PED if the value is less than 1. In this situation, the percentage change in quantity demanded
will be less than the percentage change in price. A demand curve where the PED is low would be one that is relatively
steep. [See Figure 2.9.]

Medium PED (unit elastic)
In some cases the percentage change in quantity demanded and price may be equal. This is called unit elasticity because
the elasticity value will be exactly 1. [See the middle diagram in Figure 2.9.]
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Box 2.5 Price Elasticity of Demand and Pricing
One way of telling whether a product has a high or low price elasticity of demand
(PED) is to look at what happens to the total revenue that results from a price
change. If a price increase results in an increase in total revenue then the product
will have a low PED (that is less than 1). This is because the percentage increase
in price will outweigh the percentage that is lost in quantity demanded. A good
with a high PED will be one where a decrease in price will result in an increase
in revenue. The response of increased demand will outweigh the decreased
price, resulting in greater revenue. [That is, overall revenue (P x Q) will increase.]
Generally speaking, the greater the degree of competition in markets, the higher
the PED, whereas in less competitive markets, such as an oligopolistic market
(for example, banking in Australia), the PED is lower. Market structures and
competition will be explored more fully in Chapter 3.

If a product has a low PED it does not generally mean that consumer demand is completely unresponsive to changes in
price. A perfectly inelastic demand curve, however, would be vertical, as demand in this situation would be completely
unresponsive to changes in price. A perfectly elastic demand curve would be horizontal as the smallest percentage
increase in prices would result in a complete loss of sales. [Consider for example a highly competitive market like the
QVM, where there are a very large number of sellers with homogenous products for sale, such that any attempt by one
seller to increase the price will result in a complete loss of sales of their product.]
Figure 2.9: Price elasticity of demand
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The significance of PED
The PED is an important measure for those involved in making business decisions and for the government. Business
owners would usually prefer to operate in an environment where the goods they sell have a relatively low PED (especially
if they have some degree of control over the setting of prices). From their perspective, any percentage increase in price
would be associated with a smaller percentage decrease in demand. The overall impact of this is an increase in revenue
for the business. Businesses will therefore seek ways to lower the PED on their products. This does not mean, however
that they can continue to increase their prices. At some stage, the PED will move above one and it will no longer be
feasible to increase prices because, at higher prices, consumers tend to become more responsive to price changes.
The PED of a product also influences the types of goods that may be indirectly taxed and who pays most of the tax (the
consumers or the producers). The government knows that if they place an indirect tax on a product (such as cigarettes),
this will result in a decrease in supply (shifting the supply curve to the left) and causing an increase in the equilibrium
price for cigarettes. While the government appears to be concerned about cigarette smoking, the impact on demand
may be minimal (especially in the short run) because cigarettes have a low PED. The low PED means that they generate
the highest possible tax revenue from this activity because the imposition of the tax has a relatively small effect on the
quantity sold in the market.
When products with a low PED are taxed, the burden of paying the tax will usually fall on the consumer. The business
knows that they can get away with passing on the tax to the consumer without too much loss in revenue. If the product
had a high PED, it would be much more difficult to pass on the cost of the tax to the consumer because businesses would
suffer a much larger percentage decrease in sales.
In some cases, operating in a market where the product has a low PED can be detrimental. For example, primary
producers are often faced with unpredictable weather patterns that can affect the supply of their products. If there were
favourable growing conditions, then farmers across the country could grow and offer for sale a large volume of produce.
This would be represented by a shift of the supply curve to the right as shown in Figure 2.10. This might, however, lead
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to a decrease in total revenue. In order to sell the extra
food, the farmers may have to accept the fall in market
prices. The low PED means that if the farmers lower
the price, they may not see a significant boost to sales
(because there is only so much food that people are
willing and able to eat). They may be able to sell their
products into world markets, but if the whole world
also has excess supply then farmers’ incomes are likely
to fall. Figure 2.10 illustrates the minimal increase in
demand caused by a favourable change in weather
conditions (resulting in the supply curve shifting to the
right). Notice how significantly the price has to fall to
clear the market - it clearly falls by a larger percentage
than the growth in demand.

Figure 2.10
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This can have implications for the whole economy. If an
economy exports a large volume of goods and services in the primary sector, for example, then the revenue from export
sales can fluctuate significantly. In recent times, the prices of commodities such as iron ore and coal have fluctuated
from their peak in 2011. For a company such as BHP Billiton, the fall in the price has had a detrimental impact on its
profits. The fall in price has not been offset by a significant increase in demand (because these commodities have a low
PED). In 2016, BHP went from being one of Australia’s most profitable companies to being a loss-making company. Given
that the Australian economy relies heavily on the sale of primary products for export revenue, fluctuations in price can
have significant implications for the growth in real net disposable income and for the tax revenue that the government
collects. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4..

2.12 Factors affecting price elasticity of demand
The following factors will affect whether the demand for a good or
service has a low or a high PED: The degree of necessity, availability
of substitutes, proportion of income, and time.

The degree of necessity

Study tip
Although a low PED will result in a less-thanproportional decrease in the quantity demanded
of a product when the price rises, it is important to
remember that there will still be some decrease in
demand, unless the product has a perfectly inelastic
PED. Students should avoid making statements such as
‘even if the price increases, people will still buy the same
amount’ – as this is rarely true. The law of demand
still applies meaning that when price increases, some
members of the public will no longer be able to afford
the relevant good or service (or they will be enticed by
a relatively cheaper substitute).

Goods and services that are deemed to be necessities will usually
have a low PED (less than 1), whereas luxury products will have a
higher PED. Consumers usually have less choice when it comes to
the purchase of a necessity, because, by definition, it is linked to
survival. If the price of bread increased, for example, the quantity
demanded would decrease, but by a smaller percentage than the
increase in price, as bread is a staple (and perhaps a necessary food
item) for most households. Similarly, if a person is a diabetic, they are unable to decrease their consumption of insulin
if the price increases. Therefore, both products would have a low PED.
Addiction can also turn a seemingly discretionary item into a good with a low PED. When a person is addicted to a
product then a price increase will usually be associated with a proportionately smaller drop in quantity demanded.
Luxury goods on the other hand can be foregone more easily because, by definition, they are not necessities (they
are considered to be items of discretionary spending). If the price increases, there is likely to be a greater percentage
reduction in the quantity demanded. For example, Warren Buffet has often
urged investors to steer clear of investing in the airline industry. One reason
for this recommendation is that airline travel tends to have a high PED
(especially when
it comes to recreational travel). When oil prices were high, airline operators
had to charge their customers a fuel levy. This consequently raised the price
of a trip. With a high PED, this would have led to a more than proportionate
decrease in the demand for airline travel and reduced the firms’ profitability.
During an economic downturn, airline travel is one of the first items to be
affected, leading to a rapid decline in the profitability and the ongoing
viability of airlines.
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Availability of substitutes
Products that have a large number of substitutes will tend to be
associated with a higher PED (greater than one). If substitutes are
available, consumers are likely to switch to a close substitute quickly,
when the price of a product rises. At a highly competitive fruit market,
like the Queen Victoria Market, the price elasticity of demand for each
orange would be very high. If one stall holder increased their prices by a
small percentage, they may find that they lose a much larger percentage
of sales. Consumers would be able to compare prices easily, and there
would be a multitude of suppliers to whom the consumer could turn
quickly and easily. This is also a key reason that insulin has a low PED, as
there are no viable substitutes.
Activity 2k analyses the role of advertising in influencing the viability of substitutes. Effective advertising will decrease the
viability of competitors’ products since it promotes the idea that the product being advertised is unique, and therefore
has few substitutes. Advertising is designed to reduce the price elasticity of demand for products by building brand
loyalty and convincing the consumer that the product is unique.

Proportion of income
The greater the percentage of income that is needed to purchase a good or service, the higher the PED. If the price of a
box of matches increased by 50% for example, it would be surprising to see a decrease in sales by 50%. A 10% increase in
the price of a new house, however, could amount to tens of thousands of dollars which, for the average person, could be
the deciding factor that excludes them from the market. The resulting drop in the quantity demanded would therefore
exceed 10%.
This explains why a good can have a low PED at low prices but may turn into a product with a high PED as its price
increases. This suggests that the PED along the demand curve increases as the price increases. Eventually, as the price of
a product rises, it will reach a price where it becomes increasingly difficult to purchase the product because it takes up
a larger proportion of income. It also influences behavioural change, because there is now more of an incentive to seek
out substitute products, resulting in a more significant percentage decrease in quantity demanded.

Time
Over time, the PED for a product might increase. In the short term, many
consumers tend to undertake their buying decisions in a habitual fashion.
This may mean that initially, they may not notice a price increase or cannot be
bothered seeking out a viable alternative since they might need the product
now and it is a hassle to go somewhere else to find a cheaper alternative. Over
time however, consumers may notice the price increase and start to consider
and try out alternative products. Consider the market for gas, traditionally used
to heat the family home. An increase in the price of gas, which has occurred
recently in the Australian market, may not result in a significant decline in
demand, especially in the short term. The first time the household might
notice the price increase is when they get ‘bill shock‘ – when the latest bill is
much higher than the previous one. They may not be able to alter their heating
system in the short term but, over time, if the price hike persists, they may look
for ways to decrease consumption of gas. They could install new appliances
that rely on alternative sources of energy (reverse cycle air-conditioning that
uses solar power) or improve insulation so that less heating is lost during the
winter months. As you can see, the change in behaviour over time alters the
PED, such that it will be higher in the long term compared to the short term.
The increasing ability of consumers to research their chosen product using the internet may reduce the time taken for
the PED to increase. If the consumer purchases a product regularly, then they may be disgruntled by a price increase.
The ability to compare prices has been enhanced by price comparison websites and so changes in price can be acted
upon in a timelier fashion. For example, each year health insurance companies increase their prices. This should be a
product with a relatively high PED but due to the hassle involved in changing companies, many households tend to stick
with their incumbent insurer. The introduction of comparison websites reduces the effort associated with changing
companies and therefore the time taken to respond to price increases might have been shortened.
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Activity 2j: Price elasticity of demand
Determine whether the PED is relatively high (price elastic with a
PED greater than 1) or low (price inelastic with a PED less than 1)
and identify the likely impact on the firm’s revenue. The first one
has been done for you.
Scenario

H/M/L PED

Reason

Effect on
revenue

Fruit and vegetable sellers increase the
price of their cherry tomatoes from $2.50
to $3.00 per kilos, and observe that their
sales drop from 1000 to 500 kilos per day.

High
(because >1)

The relatively high number of
substitutes for cherry tomatoes
encourages consumers to
demand alternatives (such as
Roma tomatoes).

Decrease

In response to the pandemic, the local
supermarket increases the price of toilet
paper to 60 cents per roll, from 50 cents per
roll.
Qantas reduces its airfares to the US in the
middle of Australia’s largest recession.
The government maintains its commitments
to increase cigarette taxes by 12.5% per
annum.
The government runs an extensive
education campaign that outlines the
long term consequences associated with
consuming sugar.
Mylan raises the price of an Epi-Pen 2 pack
from $100 to $600 over a ten-year period.
The coronavirus pandemic leads to a 50%
increase in the price of face masks.
Samsung increases the price of its flagship
phones to cover the cost of integrating 5G
technology.
A coronavirus vaccine is developed and the
government becomes a monopoly supplier.
The Victorian government offers to pay for
half the price of solar panels (a 50% reduction in price).
There is a glut in the global market for sugar
which causes prices to fall by 50%. The
global annual demand for sugar rises from
300 million tonnes to 303 million
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Activity 2k:  Advertising
2k:  Advertising to boost demand and reduce PED
Firms often spend thousands to millions of dollars per year on
advertising and other forms of marketing. In terms of demand analysis,
the aim of advertising is multi-faceted. The first aim of advertising is to
increase information for the consumer that will lead to more informed
decision making. It may be difficult to sell a product if your target
market doesn’t know that the product exists or how it might enhance
one’s enjoyment of life. The company may wish to create a new market
altogether or capture a slice of an already established market (thereby
taking some of the market share away from an established firm). A
successful advertising campaign should therefore result in an increase
in the demand for the product at each given price level, thereby shifting
the demand curve to the right because tastes and preferences have
been altered. (Note: it will also cause the cost of production to increase
and the firm will require a higher price to cover their costs).
Advertising is also designed to increase brand loyalty. Brand loyalty
refers to a situation where a consumer develops positive feelings
towards a particular brand and will usually make repeated purchases
from the same brand over time and in different categories. Brand
loyalty therefore adds to the already mentioned benefits associated
with advertising. It helps to create a need for the product (this might
be psychological) and reduces the viability of competitors’ products. A
successful advertising campaign can therefore decrease the PED for a
product. The demand curve therefore not only moves to the right but
it also becomes steeper.
A lower PED for a product will therefore allow the company to charge higher prices and gain an increase in revenue.
This may help to explain why some brands, such as Apple, are able to sell their products at premium prices. The first
iPhone was released in 2007. In 2020, the iPhone 12 range was released and, as with previous releases, this was
accompanied by an official launch and met with queues to purchase the phone on its day of release. The upgrade
cycle is part of the marketing approach, as people who do not need a new phone (because the old one is still working)
still feel some sense that they should purchase a new phone. Despite its record high price tag – the price for the
512 gigabyte Pro Max model was above $2,400 – it could be argued that Apple products have a relatively low PED.
Customer sensitivity to prices is cushioned somewhat by the way phones are consumed in Australia, with most people
opting for a plan that spreads the cost of the phone over 12 to 24 months. Apple also has succeeded in convincing
a significant proportion of the public that their products are ’special‘, and that there is no viable substitute for an
iPhone. Lastly, the effective advertising by Apple may convince many people that they ’need‘ to upgrade their phone.
Questions
1. Explain why successful advertising and marketing is likely to result in a shift of the demand curve to the right.
2. Explain why advertising is associated with a shift of the supply curve to the left.
3. With reference to the relevant formula, explain what is meant by the price elasticity of demand.
4. Explain what is meant by ‘brand loyalty’ and outline how advertising can generate brand loyalty.
5. Identify one other product (apart from Apple products) where brand loyalty is likely to be high. Discuss how
the company may have been able to achieve this.
6. Discuss the possible relationship between an increase in advertising expenditure, brand loyalty and the PED.
7. Explain why it is considered to be profit-maximising behaviour if a business raises the price on those products
with a low PED.
8. With reference to at least two of the three factors discussed, explain whether the price elasticity of demand
for iPhones is likely to be high or low.
9. Research what is meant by the term ’planned obsolescence’. Explain how planned obsolescence might affect
the price elasticity of demand for products such as iPhones.
10. Identify one of Apple’s competitors in the mobile phone market. Explain why it might struggle to attract
demand even if it were to lower the price of its product.
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2.13 The meaning and significance of price elasticity of supply
Price elasticity of supply (PES) measures the responsiveness of the quantity supplied of a good or service to a change in
price of that good or service. It can be calculated using the following formula:

PES

=

percentage change in quantity supplied
percentage change in price

Supply curves with a high PES and a low PES are depicted in Figure 2.11. A product with a PES that is greater than one
will have a relatively flat supply curve. This means that suppliers are willing and able to increase the supply by a larger
percentage than the price increase. If the PES is less than one, the supply curve will be relatively steep. This means that
when prices increase by a certain percentage, suppliers are either unwilling and/or unable to increase supply by the
same percentage.

Figure 2.11
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The significance of PES
The price elasticity of supply can affect the economic viability of a business as well as their ability to respond to changing
price signals. Generally speaking, primary products (such as food and mining products) tend to have a lower price
elasticity of supply than manufactured goods. Countries such as Australia that generate large revenue from mining
and agricultural exports, often face volatile swings in the revenue they generate. For example, if prices for coal were
to increase dramatically then it may be difficult for the firms to rapidly increase their output levels (especially in the
short run). The low PES is also partially due to the volatility of prices in this sector. The companies need to wait for
clear price signals before they undertake the investment needed to build the productive capacity necessary to meet the
higher demand. Uncertainty surrounding government policy can also reduce the incentive to respond to changing price
signals, especially if they, too, are perceived as temporary (given
Figure 2.12
that governments in Australia can change every three years).
With a steep supply curve, signifying a low PES, any change in
demand will result in a significant change in price. For example,
the supply curve for many agricultural products is relatively price
inelastic (less than one and therefore depicted as steep) owing to
the fact that the production period is relatively long [See Section
2.14 on the next page.] This adds to the volatility of prices for
primary producers. Any change in demand can lead to significant
changes in prices. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12, which shows
what happens when demand rises for a primary or agricultural
product, such as avocados. In recent years, the demand for
avocadoes has increased, causing a shortage at the original price.
Given that avocadoes trees can take up to 4 years before they fruit,
the PES tends to be low (in the short run)) and prices can remain
high for some time.
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The advent of digital technologies has had a disruptive effect
on both demand and supply. The disruption may be positive for
some but negative for others. Consider the example of streaming
services such as Netflix and Stan. Because these files can be used
by any number of consumers simultaneously, the PES for this
product is effectively infinite, resulting in a horizontal supply
curve. Any increase in demand can be supplied instantaneously,
resulting in no shortage and no need for the price to rise. This is
highlighted in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13
Price
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D2
As more products become available in a digital format (such as
books, movies and games), the PES will influence the decision of
producers to enter the market. If you were a potential producer,
D1
would you be encouraged to enter a market where supply could
be infinite or one where it is difficult to adjust supply if the price
Q2
Q1
increases or decreases? The ability to adjust supply quickly and
easily (such as with the streaming services) adds flexibility to
decision-making and supply response. (It does, however, in some cases, leave the company more vulnerable to piracy
and therefore lost revenue). The ability to readily increase supply also means that consumers need not worry about the
product being out of stock. For example, you might hear an interview on the radio where an author discusses her new
book. In the next minute you could have downloaded the book to your Kindle and be reading it straight away.
Quantity

2.14 Factors affecting price elasticity of supply
The following factors will determine whether the supply of a good or service is likely to have a low or a high PES.

Production period
If prices increase for a particular product, this will signal to suppliers that allocating resources into this area may now be
more profitable. Firms may wish to increase their supply, but it may take time to attract the resources that are needed
to increase production volumes. For example, if there was an increase in the demand for apricots, the demand curve
will shift to the right, resulting in a higher equilibrium price. The higher price will therefore act as an incentive for more
apricots to be grown.
Unfortunately, the supply response may be minimal
because they cannot be produced instantly. Apricots trees
may need to be planted, with time taken to grow, ripen
and harvest the fruit. As a result, the PES of apricots (and
many other seasonal fruits) will tend to be very low in
the short term. However, the PES will increase over time
as more resources can be shifted into the production of
apricots. (Assuming that the price of apricots remains high
over time, this is likely to happen). If, however, the apricots
could be stored for long(er) periods, then suppliers would
be more responsive to price changes. In contrast, a song
that has been written and recorded can be supplied at the
tap of a button in the digital era. The production of new
copies has a tiny production period, so the PES of such
products is very high
This factor highlights the importance of time for the PES. Over time, firms will be able to respond to changing price signals
and this will vary from industry to industry. Consider a farmer who makes his/her living from grazing cattle. Imagine how
he/she might respond to an increase in the world price for beef. In the short term, the farmer may not be able to meet
the increased demand which has caused the relative price to increase. He/she will also want to make sure that the price
change is not temporary so may need to study the causes of the price increase (are they cyclical or structural changes
that have occurred in the market?). If the price is expected to stay high, then the farmer will look to raise more cattle in
the future, and he/she will be able to respond more effectively to the higher prices. This is very similar to the situation
that faced commodity miners during the mining boom that Australia experienced between 2007 and 2012.
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Spare capacity
If a firm has spare capacity, then this will mean that they have factors of production that are not being fully utilised
(they may be idle at times). This will mean that it will have a greater ability to respond quickly to changing prices. The
underemployed labour may be able to work more hours and machinery can be utilised to increase supply quickly.
In contrast, if the industry is running at productive capacity and there are skills shortages, this will make it hard to
attract suitable labour to expand operations. The PES for products under this scenario will tend to be relatively low.
Over a period of time, the firm may be able to increase its productive capacity (through investment and training for
example) and attract new labour (it could offer higher wages to encourage workers to leave an alternative supplier).
The government may also help to address the underlying causes of these capacity constraints by expanding immigrant
targets and allocating more of the budget to training those who are structurally unemployed.
This factor also highlights why the PES will tend to change over
time. As the firm gets closer to productive capacity, the PES will
tend to decrease. For example, if there was an increase in the
demand for movie tickets due to an excessively hot summer (too
hot to go outside), initially firms may face a relatively high PES. This
is because cinemas may be able to respond to the higher demand
by opening the cinema for longer and filling more of the seats
that had been empty in the past. Eventually the cinema would
reach its productive capacity, at which point its PES would drop
significantly. If the cinema owners believed that unpredictable
weather conditions would continue (due to climate change) and
that they could maintain the high prices for cinema tickets they
may add to their productive capacity permanently, by investing
in new cinemas. This would then raise the PES for these services.

Durability of goods
If the goods can be stored, then it will be much easier to respond to changing prices. The supplier can simply access the
inventory that has been stored. Storage is, however, often costly for firms and they may want to reduce the stock that
they hold at a given time. Advances in technology have also helped firms as they can now employ ‘Just In Time’ (JIT)
inventory management systems. By having closer connections with their suppliers using digital technologies, firms are
more easily able to respond to increasing prices that are caused by increases in demand.
Many fresh food products tend to have a low price elasticity of supply as they have a limited storage life. Processed food
products, however, such as soft drinks and baked beans, may be stored for extended periods and will therefore tend
to have a higher PES. If there was a sudden increase in demand which resulted in higher prices of, for example, baked
beans, the supplier could simply access any inventory that is available and reap the rewards. It is important to note,
however, that once all of the stock is sold into the market, the firm then faces the same factors of PES that can make it
difficult to increase supply (i.e. the production period and degree of spare capacity in the canning factory will affect the
PES). The beans would need to be manufactured from scratch again so this could slow down the supply response and
reduce the PES

Activity 2l: Determining elasticities

For each of the following products discuss whether the price elasticity of demand and the price elasticity of supply
are high or low:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Biscuits
A bottle of kombucha
Music streaming services
Public transport on New Year’s Day
Hi Fi equipment
Education services at your school
Cigarettes
Fish (to eat)
Bubble tea
Pet dogs
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Review questions
questions 2.6
1.
2.

Define what is meant by price elasticity of demand and explain how PED affects the slope of the demand curve.
With reference to two relevant factors, explain why the PED for airline travel would be higher than the PED for
beer.
3. With reference to the concept of brand loyalty, explain why advertising expenditure may cause the demand
curve for a specific product to shift to the right and become steeper.
4. Explain how knowledge of PED may affect the government’s decision to place taxes on certain goods and services.
5. With reference to the consumption of electricity, explain why the PED will tend to increase over time.
6. Use a suitably labelled supply and demand diagram to explain why farmers, whose products tend to have low
PED and low PES, face huge variations in their incomes.
7. Define what is meant by price elasticity of supply. Explain how PES affects the slope of the supply curve.
8. With reference to two relevant factors explain why the PES for streaming services may be higher than the PES
for fresh pineapples.
9. Explain how the increasing use of artificial preservatives has affected the PES of food products.
10. With reference to iron ore, explain why the PES will tend to increase over time.
11. Evaluate the following statement ’a business would prefer to sell items with a high PED and a low PES’.

Multiple choice review questions
1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The demand curve for most products is downward sloping because:
consumers get diminishing benefits from additional units of consumption.
at higher prices, consumers can illustrate to their peers that they buy things that others can’t afford
at lower prices, substitute products become more appealing
the government collects less tax on cheaper items

2.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The demand curve for loudspeakers is likely to shift to the left if:
there is an increase in the price of loudspeakers
the Reserve Bank of Australia lowers interest rates
there is an increase in the price of amplifiers needed to drive the speakers
there is a new invention that makes the speakers sound better than ever before

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The demand for special edition sneakers is likely to ‘expand’ in Australia if:
the government delays tax cuts
the price of special edition sneakers increases
the government places a tariff on all imported footwear
the costs of production fall

4.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The supply curve for low allergy pet dogs is likely to shift to the right if:
the Victorian government bans the breeding of dogs at ‘puppy farms’
the price of veterinary checks increases
the price of dog food decreases
there are bans on sending dogs interstate

5.
a)
b)
c)
d)

There will be a movement to the right along the supply curve for chocolate (i.e. an expansion) if:
the price of chocolate decreases
the price of cacao beans (used to make the chocolate) decreases
chocolate is proven to contain polyphenols that extend the average person’s lifespan
the price of ice cream decreases

6.

A pandemic, where the government bans the selling of cinema tickets is likely to cause which of the following
changes in the streaming service market?
A shift of the demand curve to the right and a decrease in the price of streaming services.
A shift of the demand curve to the left and a decrease in the price of streaming services.
A shift of the supply curve to the right and a decrease in the price of streaming services.
A shift of the demand curve to the right and minimal change in the price of streaming services.

a)
b)
c)
d)
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7.
a)
b)
c)
d)

An example of an inferior good is:
A vinyl LP by Wu Tang Clan
Bubble tea
Second hand clothes
Lawn mowing services

8.
a)
b)
c)
d)

A movement along the demand curve for Nutella might be caused by:
A decrease in the bee population across the world
A ban on all nut products in all schools across Australia
A report by ‘That Sugar Film’ that highlights how much sugar and palm oil is in Nutella
The price of bread increases

9.
a)
b)
c)
d)

An increase in the price of electricity might result in:
An increase in the sales of inferior goods
A decrease in the supply of solar panels
An increase in the demand for electric cars and scooters
A decrease in the price of energy efficient light bulbs

10.
a)
b)
c)
d)

What would happen in the market for Nudie Jeans if there was an increase in the price of Neuw Denim Jeans?
The demand curve would shift to the right and the price would fall
The demand curve would shift to the right and the price would increase
The demand curve would shift to the left and the price would increase
The demand curve would shift to the left and the price would fall

11.

An increase in Australia’s unemployment rate is likely to cause which of the following to occur in the market
for home brand baked beans?
the supply curve would shift to the right causing the price to increase
the demand curve would shift to the right causing the price to increase
the demand curve would shift to the left causing the price to decrease
there would be no change in this market

a)
b)
c)
d)
12.
a)
b)
c)
d)

If the price for soft drinks increases by from $2 to $2.20 and this resulted in a fall in the quantity demanded
for soft drinks from 20 million litres per week to 19 million litres per week, then the product:
Has a high PED
Has a low PED
Is unit elastic
Has a PED that cannot be determined from the information given

13.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Which of the following products is likely to have a PED that is higher than its PES?
Streaming services such as Netflix
Apple iPads
Cans of Coca Cola
Paintings by Andy Warhol (deceased)

14.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The demand for McDonald’s hamburgers is likely to increase if:
McDonalds doubles the licence fees for their franchise operators
The government raises income tax rates
Hungry Jacks closes down
A news report highlights how much fat is in the average McDonald’s meal

15.
a)
b)
c)
d)

An increase in the price of lawn mowing services may result in:
An increase in the price of lawn mowers
An increase in the price of synthetic grass
A contraction along the supply curve for lawn mowing services
all of the above

16.

Consider a business that operates in a concentrated market with very few competitors. To maximise its
profits the business should:
increase its prices
decreases its prices
keep the price at its current level
reduce supply

a)
b)
c)
d)
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17.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The equilibrium price and quantity for which of the following goods or services is likely to increase during a
pandemic, like that caused by Covid-19?
Airline travel
Live entertainment
Alcohol
Petrol

18.
a)
b)
c)
d)

There will be an increase in the quantity of resources allocated towards solar storage batteries if:
immigration to Australia is temporarily halted
the cost of materials to make the batteries decreases
there is a recession that causes an increase in unemployment
the government removes the subsidy for solar panels

19.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The PED for canteen food, such as a pie, is unlikely to be affected by:
The pocket money and spending power of students
The other foods options available for sale at the canteen
The size of kitchen
A campaign by the students and teachers to introduce healthy, brain boosting food options

20.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Non-material living standards may decline if:
Resources are allocated to goods and services that are the most profitable
Governments intervene in competitive markets to ban the sale of drugs like Ice
Businesses require workers to increase working hours
Competitive pressures in the market lead to lower prices for consumer goods

Chapter 2 Extended economic exercise on the housing market
Using demand and supply theory to analyse changes in the housing market
Now that you have completed a full chapter on demand and supply analysis it is a good idea to look at a comprehensive
case study about how a market can change dramatically over the course of a year or two. One such market is the
housing market, which receives an enormous amount of media attention because it has such a significant impact on
living standards.
Each year Demographia (a housing affordability think tank), reports on the affordability of housing in a number of major
cities from around the world. The 2020 report indicated that Australia was rated as ’severely unaffordable‘, a situation
where house prices are more than 5 times the median income. Sydney was considered the least affordable city in the
country, with a median house price to income ratio of nearly 11. Melbourne had a median multiple of 9.5 and was
classified as the fourth least affordable major housing market internationally.
The lack of affordability in Australian housing has been driven by very rapid increases in house prices when compared to
the significantly lower increase in median incomes. Demographia suggests that the lack of affordability has been driven
by the significant increases in land prices as well as by investment activity which is speculative in nature (people buy
property in the hope that they can sell it for a higher price in the future). Most governments in Australia have restrictive
land use regulations in place that limit urban sprawl and make it difficult to gain planning permission for more densely
populated developments in the inner city (referred to in the report as urban containment). When this is combined with
rapid increases in population growth (Australia’s immigration targets are some of the highest on a per capita basis in
the industrialised world), then the relative shortage of available property puts upward pressure on prices. Record low
interest rates and the ease with which the average Australian could borrow also placed upward pressure on prices.
The upward trend in house prices did, however, start to reverse in 2017/18 with Sydney prices falling by an average
of $167,000 over a two year period. Prior to the coronavirus pandemic, approximately one-third of this price fall was
recovered, again making it increasingly difficult for new entrants into the housing market. As economics students, it is
a good idea to brainstorm the factors that might have contributed to the fall in house prices, so you may wish to pause
here before reading the next section of this case study. Some of the factors that may have influenced house price
movements in recent years are discussed below.
The implications from the Financial Services Royal Commission
In 2018, Malcolm Turnbull (who was at the time Australia’s Prime Minister) called for a banking Royal Commission. One
of the findings from this investigation was that banks had based many of their lending decisions on flawed information.
Some of the loans offered were referred to as ’liar loans‘ and the recipients were lent more than they were capable of
paying back. The initial response by banks was to more thoroughly investigate loans, resulting in less being offered to
prospective borrowers.
Interest rates
Over the last two years, there has been a marked decrease in the cash rate. The cash rate is the benchmark interest rate
set by the Reserve Bank of Australia on money borrowed and lent in the overnight money market. It influences all other
interest rates, particularly variable home loan rates. The cash rate stayed at 1.50% for 30 months. This was a historically
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low rate but since June 2019, the RBA has progressively cut the rate to 0.25% (with two cuts in 2020 in response to the
coronavirus induced recession). The decreased interest rates, combined with a slight loosening in credit conditions,
meant that buyers had the capacity to increase their loan size. This may have enabled purchasers to make higher offers
for properties. Cameron Joye, a regular columnist for the Australian Financial Review newspaper, believes that house
prices should recover quickly in 2021 due to the sustained period of very low interest rates. He predicted (in March 2020)
that house prices would increase by 10% -20% in 2021. The Reserve Bank Deputy Governor also delivered a speech
in September 2020, where he outlined a range of monetary policy options that could be used to support aggregate
demand (spending in the economy). This included the lowering of interest rates further and the extreme possibility of
negative interest rates. If these decisions eventuate, then one would expect demand for housing would increase.
Very high levels of existing debt
Some economic commentators describe Australia’s debt situation as ’peak debt‘. Some of those borrowers initially took
out ’interest only‘ loans, such that they did not pay off any of the principal (amount borrowed) in the early years of their
loans. Given the very high levels of existing debt and the ageing of the Australian population, it is not surprising that
many households have tried to ’repair their balance sheets‘ by reducing their level of debt. This was particularly evident
during 2020. At the time of writing many households were reluctant, or unable, to increase the size of their loans and,
combined with rising rental vacancies rates, the speculative attraction associated with investing in property for capital
gains looked less promising.
The possible effects of the coronavirus
The coronavirus was associated with a significant decrease in economic activity across Australia. Victoria was hit
particularly hard, with Stage 4 lockdowns instituted for two months. One might expect that an increase in unemployment
(an effective rate close to 10% across Australia) and a reduction in the number of hours worked would have a negative
impact on the housing market. For those involved in property investment, there was increased concern as the number
of empty properties increased (especially in Melbourne’s CBD where, at the time of writing, one in ten properties was
empty and therefore earning zero rental income). Despite these negative forces, the price of property fell by only small
percentages during the calendar year 2020.
Falling immigration levels
Given the restrictions on global people movement during the coronavirus pandemic, it has put a stop to the normal
large scale increase in both permanent and temporary migration that had previously been a major factor behind the
continuing strong demand for Australian properties. This has exerted downward pressure on housing prices and it is
likely to be several years before immigration returns to previous levels.
Government and bank responses to the coronavirus
Certain government and bank responses may have enabled people to avoid the forced sale of their houses (because
they had sufficient income to service their mortgage). The Australian Government provided significant relief to those
workers who were unable to work due to social distancing and lockdown requirements. They initially offered a JobKeeper
payment of $1500 per fortnight, so that workers could remain attached to their employee. This effectively transfers
government revenue (and increasingly, borrowed funds) to millions of Australians and prevents their disposable income
from falling excessively. The Government also permitted those who had suffered a decrease in income to access saved
money in their superannuation fund (two withdrawals of $10,000 each were permitted). At the same time, Australia’s
banks allowed their customers to apply for mortgage relief. This involved freezing mortgage payments for up to 6
months, so that people could more effectively manage on less disposable income. These combined measures meant
that an anticipated increase in supply (because people would be forced to sell their house) was avoided. This may have
prevented the significant price falls that were predicted at the start of the pandemic (some economists predicted falls of
between 20 to 30%) but heighten the uncertainty about future price movements once government support measures
are removed and the banks once again call on borrowers to start loan repayments.
The lockdown in Victoria also made it very difficult to sell a house during this time. House inspections were not permitted,
and people were not permitted to travel further than five kilometres from their house. Not surprisingly the stock of
available houses plummeted, which is a factor preventing the fall in house prices that some expected.
Some areas benefited from the corona recession
The lockdowns forced many people to work from home. In some cases, this helped them to realise that they no longer
needed to commute to the office every day. It also led to a change in the characteristics that people looked for in a house/
apartment. There was increased demand for houses that had separate office space and the capacity to grow one’s own
food. People also started to investigate housing beyond the suburban boundaries with increased demand experienced
in regional towns. This should see the price of properties in built up areas fall relative to properties in regional areas.
Unknown factors
The coronavirus made forecasting property price changes particularly difficult. Shane Oliver, chief economist at AMP
Capital, predicts that Melbourne prices will fall by 10% to 20% (by the time you are reading this you may be able to
determine if he is correct). The increased uncertainty that has been associated with the coronavirus and the unknown
long-term impact on businesses and their viability will meant that consumer confidence suffered, and in the long term,
people may be less willing to take on significant new debts.
  Application questions
1. With reference to the law of demand, explain why an increase in the price of houses would be associated with
a contraction in demand.
2. Explain how government legislation might affect the supply of housing. How is this likely to affect housing
affordability (assuming all else remains constant).
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3.

Construct a suitably labelled demand and supply diagram for houses in the suburb in which you live. Use the
internet to research the change in median house prices. Compare the median house price today with what it was
7 years ago and what it was 2 years ago.
4. There are several demand factors that may have influenced house prices in the year ended 2019/20. Explain
how two of these factors may have resulted in behavioural change. Then explain how this caused disequilibrium
in the market and resulted in changes to the equilibrium price and quantity traded.
5. Discuss the link between property prices in Australia and living standards.
6. Explain why the price elasticity of demand for housing might have increased  over time (despite the fall in prices).
7. Predict what might happen to property prices over the next year. Use factors(including those outlined in the
case study) to justify your forecast.
Extension task:  Collect information over the course of the year on property prices (the AFR has a property section
which is very useful), and keep a summary of each of the demand and supply factors that are mentioned. Each time
a new factor is discovered, construct a demand and supply diagram to show how the market outcomes change. How
accurate were the predictions you made in Q7?
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Microeconomics is the study of the individual parts of the economy that interact to make up the whole economy.
A market is anywhere that facilitates the exchange of goods and services. Buyers and sellers may exchange goods in
person or via online facilities.
In a competitive market it is assumed that all economic agents are price takers. No individual buyer or seller has the
market power to influence prices. It is easy for new competitors to enter these markets as set up costs are low and
the government does not restrict new entrants.
Consumers will try to obtain the product at the lowest price possible while the seller will try to extract the highest
price possible. Analysis of demand and supply predicts the likely compromise between the two parties.
The law of demand states that as the price of a product increases, the quantity demanded will tend to decrease.
Conversely if the price of the product decreases, the quantity demanded will tend to increase.
The law of demand is based on the observation of human behaviour that suggests that at higher prices a consumer’s
ability and willingness to purchase tends to decrease because the consumption of most goods is subject to the law
of diminishing marginal utility.
The effect on demand of an increase in price is represented by a movement along the demand curve to the left
(called a contraction). The effect on demand of a decrease in price is represented by a movement along the demand
curve to the right (called an expansion).
When the demand curve is drawn with price on the vertical axis and quantity on the horizontal axis, all other factors
that affect the demand for the product are assumed to be held constant. A change in any of these factors will result
in a shift of the demand curve to the left or right.
A shift of the demand curve to the right means that more is being demanded at each given price. A shift to the left
of the demand curve means that less is being demanded at each given price.
An increase in disposable income will generally lead to a shift of the demand curve to the right for normal goods
and a shift to the left for inferior goods.
A decrease in interest rates will increase discretionary income for indebted households and businesses and usually
result in an increase in demand for most goods and services. Changes in the prices of other essential items, such
as petrol, will also affect the discretionary income of households and may affect the demand for other seemingly
unrelated products.
If the price of a substitute good or service increases, there will be an increase in demand for the alternative product
(resulting in a shift to the right of the demand curve).
A complementary good or service is one that is consumed together with another. An increase in the price of a
complementary good or service will mean that the cost of consuming both has increased, resulting in a decrease in
demand for the complementary good (even if its price has not increased).
An increase in population will generally result in an increase in the demand for most goods and services. Demographic
change can lead to an increase in the demand for some goods but a decrease in others.
An improvement in consumer sentiment (confidence), which measures consumers’ general expectations about
future state of the economy and their employment prospects, will generally lead to an increase in their marginal
propensity to consume and result in an increase in the demand for a broad range of goods and services.
If a product becomes fashionable, this is likely to result in an increase in demand. This is described as a change in
tastes and preferences.
The law of supply states that as the price increases for a good or service there will generally be an increase in the
quantity supplied.
The law of supply is logical because at higher prices suppliers have more incentive to shift resources into those areas
which will generate greater profits.
An increase in the price of a product will result in a shift along the supply curve to the right (an expansion). A
decrease in the price of a product will result in a shift along the supply curve to the left (a contraction).
When the supply curve is drawn with price on the vertical axis and quantity on the horizontal axis, all other factors
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affecting supply are assumed to be held constant. A change in any of these factors will result in a shift of the supply
curve to the left or right.
If the supply curve shifts to the right, there will be a greater volume supplied to the market at each given price. A
shift of the supply curve to the left means that less will be supplied at each given price.
An increase in the cost of any inputs associated with making a product will result in a shift of the supply curve to the
left. Common costs of production include wages, utility costs and rent.
New technology may reduce the cost per unit and will tend to shift the supply curve to the right. This increase
in the willingness and ability of firms to supply is associated with the boost to productivity which is enhanced by
technological change.
Climatic conditions affect the willingness and ability of firms to supply. Human activity can also cause disruptions to
supply (such as wars).
The market equilibrium occurs when the demand for a good or service is equal to the supply of a good or service.
A shortage develops when the price is below the equilibrium price and the demand is greater than the supply for
the product.
A surplus develops when the price is above the equilibrium price and the demand is less than the supply for the
product.
A movement of the demand and/or supply curve will result in a new equilibrium price and quantity traded.
The relative price is seen as the price of any one good or service measured in terms of the price of another good or
service.
Relative prices send clear signals to producers and consumers and therefore direct resources to their highest end
use.
Prices help to answer the three economic questions; what to produce, how to produce and for whom to produce.
They therefore determine how resources are allocated in the economy.
The price mechanism describes how the forces of demand and supply interact to determine relative prices of goods
and services, which then ultimately determines the way our productive resources (land, labour and capital) are
allocated in the economy.
The price mechanism generally results in an efficient allocation of resources meaning that households’ living
standards are increased. The right types of products are provided in the market and these are offered at the lowest
possible price.
The price mechanism may have a negative impact on living standards if it makes workers and business owners more
stressed.
Price elasticity of demand refers to the responsiveness of demand to changes in prices and is measured by the
percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in price.
A low price elasticity of demand means that the percentage change in quantity demanded is less than the percentage
change in price. A high price elasticity of demand means that the percentage change in quantity demanded is higher
than the percentage change in prices.
PED is an important economic measure because it helps businesses to analyse the impact of price changes on
revenues and allows the government to consider which goods are the most appropriate to impose an indirect tax
upon.
Price elasticity of demand will tend to be higher if there are a number of viable options available for the consumer
as small price increases are more likely to result in a substitution towards these alternative products.
Price elasticity of demand will tend to be lower if the good or service is deemed to be a necessity or is highly
addictive.
Price elasticity of demand will tend to be higher if the purchase of the product consumes a large portion of a
purchaser’s income.
Generally speaking, the PED will increase over time because consumers will have more time to consider alternatives
and to adjust their behaviour in response to the price change.
Price elasticity of supply measures the responsiveness of quantity supplied to changes in price and is measured by
the percentage change in quantity supplied divided by the percentage change in price.
A low price elasticity of supply means that the percentage change in quantity supplied is less than the percentage
change in price. A high price elasticity of supply means that the percentage change in supply is more than the
percentage change in price.
Price elasticity of supply is an important economic measure because it helps businesses to determine the impact of
price changes on their profitability and it may also determine how vulnerable a country is to changes in the prices
of the goods and services it exports.
Price elasticity of supply is likely to be higher if the product can be stored easily.
Price elasticity of supply is likely to be higher if firms are operating with some spare capacity and can ramp up
production quickly.
Price elasticity of supply will tend to be lower in the short term but as resources are re-allocated across the economy
to more profitable areas, price elasticity of supply will tend to increase.

